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designed to dislodge anti Baghdad Kurdish forces in favor
of a group loyal to Saddam.
Clinton said this morning there
were no signs of a withdrawal,
and Kurds in the area said attacks
persisted today. But Tariq Aziz,
Iraq's deputy prime minister, told
Cable News Network today from
Baghdad that it was "totally
baseless" to claim that Iraqi
troops were still in Irbil.
Hours after the U.S. missile
assault, Saddam appeared on
national television to announce
that he would no longer honor
"no-fly zones," areas established
by the U.S.-led allies to protect
Kurds in northern Iraq and Shiite
Muslims in southern Iraq from
Saddam's wrath.

Fed mulls
over sharper
interest rates
NEW YORK (AP) — The
Federal Reserve is considering
raising interest rates one-hall a
percentage point unless it sees
clear signs this month of a
slowing economy, The Wall
Street Journal reported today.
The Fed plans to set a rate
policy after analyzing a series
of key employment and inflation indicators and could act as
soon as its next policy meeting
on Sept. 24.
An interest rate hike of onehaft a percentage point would
be twice what the markets now
expect.

By WAIEL FALEH
Associated Press Writer
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) —
Defiant in the face of U.S. missile attacks, Saddam Hussein
today ordered his troops to ignore
"no-fly zones" and to shoot
down any foreign aircraft. He
vowed to teach Western allies an
"unforgettable lesson."
Sirens blared across Baghdad
this morning as U.S. cruise missiles targeted military sites in
"From now on, pay no atten"These acts demand a strong
southern Iraq to retaliate for Sadact and they received one," Clin- tion to damned imaginary no-fly
dam's weekend assault on Kurdton said of Saddam's seizure of zones above the 36th parallel and
ish rebels in the north — his bigthe northern city Irbil. "We must below the 32nd parallel," Sadgest military foray since the 1991
dam said. "Depend only on God,
make it clear that reckless acts
Persian Gulf War.
and hit hard and professionally at
have consequences."
Officials said no targets were
any flying target that belongs to
He vowed to "make Saddam
in Baghdad, but the Iraqi military
pay for his latest act of the allied aggressors that penesaid U.S. missiles struck "poputrates the airspace of your
brutality."
lation centers," killing five peobeloved and glorious homeland.
Calling Saddam a "regional
ple and wounding 19, most of
bully," U.S. Defense Secretary
The Iraqi leader said his milithem civilians.
William Perry said that the Iraqi tary now had
orders to shoot
In a televised speech this
leader posed a major threat to down any foreign
aircraft or mismorning from the Oval Office, U.S. interests — namely,
the flow
siles in Iraqi air space. U.S., BritPresident Clinton said the United
of oil to the world.
ish and French warplanes fly
States was extending the southern
Oil prices continued climbing dozens of missions
over southern
"no-fly zone" in Iraq to deny
today in response to the attack. and northern Iraq
every day to
Iraqi military flights from BaghA senior aide to Saddam said enforce the "nofly zones."
dad suburbs south to the border
Iraqi
forces would complete their
"Fight, resist these aggressors
with Kuwait, a move he said
withdrawal today from the and teach them a new unforgettwould significantly restrict Iraq's
U.S.-prote
cted Kurdish city they able lesson," Saddam said.
offensive capabiL;ics.
attacked on Saturday in a mission
U.S. Gen. Joseph Ralston dis-
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missed Saddam's claim that Iraqi
air defenses shot down most of
the missiles.
In this morning's attack, two
Navy ships in the Persian Gulf
and two U.S. Air Force 8-52

By GINA HANCOCK
Managing Editor
Western Kentucky, and especially Calloway County, now has
a voice in the governor's office.
Gov. Paul Patton has appointed
Calloway Countian Jody Lassiter
as his cabinet liaison for the 27
western counties in Kentucky. He
will also serve as liaison for two
State cabinets — Public Protection and Regulation and Workforce Development.
"I will serve as the governor's
connection to western Kentucky.
With my knowledge and background, I think I can bring much
to this position," Lassiter said.
Lassiter worked for Patton's
1987 campaign when he was a
senior at Calloway County High
School. He then served as the

MIAMI (AP) — Harnessing
winds of up to 80 mph, Hurricane Fran was moving toward
the Bahamas today and forecasters urged Floridians to
brace for its possible arrival on
the state's shores later this
week.
Massachusetts residents,
meanwhile, were cleaning up
after a wet and windy brush
with Hurricane Edouard —
which was downgraded to a
tropical storm late Monday after
sustained wind speeds dropped
to 70 mph.
The Bahamian Department
of Meteorology posted a hurricane watch and a tropical
storm warning for Acklins
Island, Long Island, San Salvador, Great Exuma and Cat
Island in the central Bahamas.
At 2 a.m. EDT, Fran's center
was about 460 miles east of
Nassau, Bahamas. The minimal hurricane was moving,
west-northwest at about 13
mph with top winds near 80
mph.

Tonight...Partly cloudy with
a chance of showers. Patchy fog
is also possible. Low in the
middle 60s. Light and variable
wind. Chance of rain 30
percent.
Wednesday...Partly sunny
with a chance of showers and
thunderttorms. High in the mid
80s. Chance of rain 30 percent.

Map of Iraq courtesy of Central Intelligence Agency with 36th parallel
highlighted.

Responding to the needs of the community
is the work of the various social agencies in
Calloway County. One such response is the
joint effort of the YMCA and the West
Kentucky Regional Mental Health/Mental
Retardation Board to provide exercise to its
constituents. Clockwise from top, YMCA
Executive Director Russ Wolfe leads the
group in a charge across the pool at Racer
Inn. Case Manager Ginger Veal helps a
client with the routines. Wolfe leads another
exercise. Crystal Estes, Brenda Dixon and
Josephine Thorn enjoy their workout. The
class will continue at Carr Health Center on
the Murray State University campus. Call
753-6622 for information on how to join.

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— Linda Spurrier is a registered
Democrat who hasn't decided
who will get her vote for presi•
dent in November.
That is not why she attended a
rally for Elizabeth Dole on
Monday.
That reason was 10-year-old
daughter Whitney, who would
vote for Bill Clinton if given a
chance.
"It's important that she know
both sides of the political
scope," said her father, Sonny
Spurrier of Bowling Green. "I'm
going to vote Democratic."
Virginia Pyzola also brought
her two daughters to hear Mrs.
Dole. And she will vote for Bob
Dole in the fall, as she voted
Republican in 1992, even though
she is also registered Democratic.
Her reason has little to do with

bombers fired 27 cruise
at southern Iraqi air
targets below the 32nd

Calloway County campaign
chairman in the 1995 governor's
race.

Lassiter noted the historical
concern of counties that exist
outside the "Golden Triangle" of
Frankfort, Louisville and
Lexington.
"I'm coming from the Jackson
Purchase area and I intend to be a
strong advocate for our concerns
and needs there. I believe the
idea that the Golden Triangle
receives all the money and attention will end under this governor.
"Gov. Patton is from Pike
County so he knows how it feels
to be far away from Frankfort,"
Lassiter said.

Mrs. Dole or her husband. It has to do with Bill Clinton's
character.
"I didn't trust him then: don't
trust him any more now," Mrs.
Pyzola said.
Though not directly, Mrs. Dole
pushed the trust button time and
again during her speech to a
crowd estimated by Kentucky
State Police at about 500 at Griffin Park.
"His word is his bond," Mrs.
Dole said of her husband. He is
"absolutely trustworthy."
"Isn't that what we want in a
president?" she asked.
Rep. Ron Lewis, the Republican incumbent congressman in
the 2nd District in a tough race
against Democrat Joe Wright,
was more direct about Clinton's
credibility.
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CCFR fights weekend
blaze in Coldwater area
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By JIM MAHANES

Members of the Calloway
County Fire-Rescue squad spent
about two hours Friday fighting a
blaze at a house in the Coldwater
area.
According to a CCFR spokesman, the one-story brick house
sustained minimal fire and heat
damage to the living room and
kitchen and smoke damage
throughout. Firefighters were
forced to cut a hole in the roof of
the structure to ventilate the
smoke
The incident occurred about
6:15 p.m. at a residence located
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FROM PAGE 1
Air raid sirens blared across
Baghdad at 9:25 a.m., prompting
Iraqi's state-run media to halt
talk shows and begin playing
national songs. Iraqis ignored the
warnings, jamming the streets as
usual during the morning rush
hour.
In northern Iraq, thousands of
Kurds crowded the streets to
celebrate the raids.
"Everywhere they are glad.
they are shouting for America,
for President Clinton," said Jalal
Talabani, leader of the Patriotic
Union of Kurdistan, told British
Broadcasting Corp. radio.
International reaction to the
U.S. move was swift and varied.
Russia condemns' the bombing, which it said could send
events in the region spiraling
"out of control." China urged
both sides to show restraint. Germany, Britain and Japan praised
the U.S. strikes.
Saddam's assault on Irbil, the
largest city in the "no-fly zone"
in northern Iraq, prompted the
United Nations to delay its plan
to let Iraq resume limited oil
sales despite sanctions imposed
in 1990 after its invasion of
Kuwait.
Iraqi troops stormed Irbil after
the Kurdistan Democratic Party
asked for help ousting the Paulo-

at the intersection of highways
121 and 1836 and owned by
James Toney. Toney and his family were not home at the time of
the incident and were notified
later.
Initial reports cite a possible
electrical malfunction inside the
north wall of the living room as
the cause of the blaze.
About 14 CCFR units
responded in less than 15 minutes
to the residence with two pumper
trucks, two tankers and other
vehicles.
Trucks from the Lynn Grove
and Kirksey area were the first to
arrive at the scene.
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"If he lied to you in '92, he'll
lie to you in '96," Lewis said.
The event was billed as a
salute to working women and 13
area women who run their own
businesses or are executives in
the private sector were paraded
onto the stage to serve as a backdrop of sorts for Mrs. Dole, who
wandered among the crowd a bit
with the help of a wireless
microphone.
Republican Sen. Mitch
McConnell, who is also on the
ballot this year for his own reelection against Democrat Steve
Beshcar, said Mrs. Dole has
always promoted talented women
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during her career in government.
The gender issue is critical for
the Republicans in the presidential race because polls show they
trail among women voters. Similarly, Dole and running mate Jack
Kemp need the kinds of voters
represented by Mrs. Pyzola and
Mrs. Spurrier — registered
Democrats who are Willing to
Cross over.
"Come on over and join us,"
Mrs. Dole said. "It also takes a
lot of 'good Democrats for Dole
for us to win."
Notably absent from the campaign speeches was any reference
to tobacco, which Kentucky
Republicans have been using to
wallop Clinton with since the
president proposed regulation of
nicotine as a drug.
Mrs. Dole said questions about
tobacco should be directed to her
husband.
McConnell said he has advised
Dole what position to take on
tobacco, but declined to discuss
it.
The Dole campaign has not yet
put together a position on regulation of tobacco.
During an interview broadcast
Sunday on CBS, Dole's comments suggested that he has
rethought his past comments on
cigarette smoking. "Let's say it
is addictive. It's a bad habit. You
shouldn't do it," he said. Dole
raised a firestorm earlier this year
by saying tobacco was not
addictive.
Mrs. Dole was also scheduled
to be in Lexington today to open
the state campaign headquarters
for Dole-Kemp.

FROM PAGE 1

areas as the Dept. of Insurance,
Housing and Buildings, Dept. of
Finanacial Institutions, Mines and
Minerals and Public Advocates.
The Workforce Development
Cabinet includes the School to
Work program, Job Training
Council and Adult Education and
Literacy.
A 1987 graduate of Calloway
County High School, Lassiter
graduated from the University of
Mississippi in 1991 and the University of Louisville Law School
in 1994.
He is the son of Jerry and Patricia Lassiter, of Calloway
County.

Lassiter said he feels economic
development, agriculture and
tourism are the three greatest
issues facing western Kentucky.
"I believe economic development goes hand in hand with
tourism and agriculture so those
will definitely be my focus," he
said.
The future of Land Between
the Lakes May also become a
greater focus of the governor's
office, Lassiter said.
"I have a stack of petitions on
my desk right now. to save the
lakes. I know the governor stands
for protecting the lakes and that
was an important issue to him in
the campaign," he said.
Prior to his appointment, Lassiter served as general counsel to
the Kentucky Board of Tax
Appeals and staff attorney for
Kentucky Court of Appeals Judge
Rick Johnson.
In dealing with his two cabinet
appointments, Lassiter noted his
prior work with the board of tax
appeals as exposing him to the
many branches of the Public Protection Cabinet. That cabinet
serves as an umbrella for such
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MURRAY FAMILY YMCA
CLASS SCHEDULE
EFFECTIVE SEPT. 3rd
Class schedule is subject to change based on enrollment
209 N. "12th Street Branch" 759-9622
Monday
Tuesday Wednesday Thursday
Friday
Saturday

I

Time 6(9) in,
(lam Sup Aerobics

Time 6 00 in,
Tisim Sr A•441411.1
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(lam Towns

In. 310 pm.
(1r- Slop

In. 330 pro
Clam Step
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(lam Cep

Tone 310 pin
Clam Step
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_

Monday
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Fax 9: 753-1927
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Al sulxcriptions payable in advance
Home delivery 6 days • week.
1 month
$600 I 6 months MOO
3 months $1800 i 1 year
$72.00
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Clem Aqua Aerobe

Tine 9 1010 30 in,
(lam Aqua Aerobes •
Arthnti. Aquatics

Tone 9 10 lain in,
Class Aqua Aerobe. &
Arthr ite Ague,.
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Arthnto A quotes
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(1.m. Aqua Aerobes &
Airline Amines
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tic Union of Kurdistan. Refugess
reported scores of deaths, and
one said "hundreds, maybe thousands" had fled the area.
Both groups want an independent Kurdish area that would
include northern Iraq. But while
the Kurdistan Democratic. Pithy is
willing to work with Saddam's
government in exchange for greater autonomy, the Patriotic Union
will accept only independence
and has allied itself with Iraq's
archrival, Iran.
Although Iraq said its troops
started withdrawing from around
Irbil on Monday, the Patriotic
Union said attacks continued this
morning. It said the Iraqi military
withdrew only to regroup for an
attack on villages and towns to
the east.
In a statement just hours before
the U.S. missile attack, the Patriotic Union said Iraqi tank and
artillery fire was pouring down
on three towns. Some 100 miles
to the south, the Iraqis were
pounding Chemchemal, the
second-largest city in the Kurdish
region.
The Kurdish safe haven in
northern Iraq was carved out by
the U.S.-led forces to protect the
Kurds after they mounted a failed
rebellion against Baghdad in
1991.
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(In. Year Seriph(
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Wednesday
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Strength Tr amens
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Also available "Altar School" YOUTH STRENGTH TRAINING (ages 11-18 yews)

ticense
759 1:'

Heights

Babysittinit Available At The 12th Street Branch
Monday -Friday 10-00-1100 run

Monday:Thursday 3:40-6:30 prn

Friday 4.30-5 30 prn

brick.

sq.

2209 Carol Drive,Preston
All
3bedroom.2 bath. 1,600
ft. living plus 2 car
garage, custom kitchen cabinets, master bath with whirlpool, tray ceilings, gas fireplace,
12'x20' deck, city utilities.
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Mother arrested after 4-year-old daughter dies of starvation
By BETH GARDINER .
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Her
mother said she didn't love her
and some neighbors didn't even
know she was alive. Nadine
Lockwood spent her short, tortured life without friends and
anonymous.
The 4-year-old died in a filthy
apartment, apparently of
Starvation.
Carla Lockwood, 32, was jailed without bail on charges of
second-degree murder and endangering the welfare of her child.
While in custody Monday.
Lockwood complained of pains
and was taken to a hospital,
where a gynecological examination revealed she apparently was
pregnant and could be suffering
the effects of a tuba! pregnancy.
A court appearance was scheduled today, but could be postponeV because of the medical
finding.

5

In a Videotaped confession,
Lockwood said she had not fed
Nadine regularly for a year and
did not seek medical help even

when she realized her daughter
was dying. Her motive: She said
she didn't want or love Nadine,
court papers said.
"Detectives told me that Carla
picked on Nadine because she
looked the most like mc,"
Nadine's father, Leroy Dickerson, told the Daily News. "She
was the throwaway baby."
Nicholas Scoppetta, commissioner of the city's Administration for Children's Services,
ordered an investigation into contacts between his agency and the
Lockwoods, since it appeared that
files on the family were closed
around May 1995.
"This is truly a mind-numbing
crime," he said.
Only hours before Nadine's
stick-thin body was found in a
crib in Lockwood's three bedroom apartment in upper
Manhattan, Scoppetta's agency
fired one of its case workers
Saturday for failing to recognize
warning signs in another recent
case of a mother abusing her
child.
Six-year-old Elisa Izquierdo

became a posthumous poster
child for overhaul of the city's
child welfare system. Her mother,
Await's Lopez, pleaded guilty to
murder and was sentenced to 15
years to life in prison after Elisa's death in November 1995.
Lopez had told authorities she
thought Elisa was possessed 'ay
the devil.
Lockwood has seven children
ages I to 14. Scoppetta said
Nadine and a sibling had tested
positive for drugs at birth.
Lockwood hid lisdine in a
room, where she spent most of
her time in a rickety and yellowing crib, prosecutors said.
Trash littered the dank apartment Sunday, spoiled food and
empty bottles jammed the
refrigerator, and a powerful
stench Made the air almost
unbreathable.
Nadine was emaciated with
arms as thin as sticks, neighbors
said. Lockwood told authorities
that her daughter was unable to
walk, stand or sit up in recent
months, officials said.
Nadine's six siblings, who
slept together on one mattress in
the rat- and roach-infested apartment., showed no signs of abuse,

•
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SALT LAKE CITY (AP) —
Bob Dole said the "thoughts and
prayers" of America went with
U.S. forces that fired on Iraq early today. But in a swipe at President Clinton, the GOP nominee
said he hoped the cruise missile
attack "marks the beginning of
decisive action" by the ,administration to end Saddam Hussein's defiance of the world
community.
Dole, who prior to the U.S. air
,strike had suggested "weak leadership" by Clinton resulted in the
need for action against Saddam,
closed ranks behind the administration after Clinton ordered
the U.S. attack on "selected air
defense targets" in Iraq.
"I want the American people
to know that I stand foursquare
behind our men and women in
uniform," Dole said. "They
should know that the thoughts
and prayers of every American —
for their safety and successful
completion of their mission —
are with them."
Yet he was venturing close to
territory that presidential candidates often have feared to tread
— mixing politics and foreign
policy during a crisis.
"I trust this development
marks the beginning of decisive
action by the United States to
curtail the power of Saddam Hussein, and the end of his defiance
of the international community
and of his atrocities against the
Kurdish minority in Iraq," Dole
said.
The U.S. goal in Iraq, Dole
added, should be to force withdrawal of Iraqi troops from northern Iraq, the release of Kurdish
prisoners and a halt to interference with the Kurds by the Iran
and Iraq. He also urged reestablishment of U.N. weapons inspections in.lraq and an end to Saddam's support of international
terrorism.
''America and its allies ... can
no longer tolerate Saddam's
repeated attempts to erode the
restraints that have been placed
on his regime and to violently
reassert his authority," Dole said.
The Republican nominee was
expected to. expand his remarks
on the developments in Iraq
today in a speech to a convention
of the American Legion, the
nation's largest veterans'
organizations.

The latest international crisis
took attention away from the
presidential contest after a spirited Labor Day kickoff by both
Dole and Clinton.
Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz., a
top Dole adviser on military and
foreign policy issues, unleashed a
bristling attack on Clinton when
he shared the stage with Dole
with a rally Monday night — and

INSURANCE

Ask about Shelters
LIFE, CAR. FARM,
BUSINESS
coverages too
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Dole later seconded some of his
views.
"I'm sorry to tell you that the
enormous prestige that was
gained (in the Persian Gulf War)
has been squandered by this
administration's feckless, photo
op foreign policy which has no
meaning," said McCain, who
spoke at a GOP rally here before
Dole.
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To say THANKS for your patronage during the past
three years we have been in this location we are
offering you these savings:

HUNTING
FOR ED

3 Years
Interest Free
Financing

..
•

($1,500 Minimum Purchase Required)

Frigidaire
Refrigerator
With Factory
Ice Maker
FREE - $50 Food Certificate With Purchase

Truckload
Dining Room Bedding Sale
Suite
S 11195
7 Pc. Nostalgic Oak

WE'VE MOVED
TO TOWN!

Compare
at
$1199

767-9744
'I

a

Mon.-FrL 10-6, Sat. 10-4

702 N. 12th • (JCPenney Center) • 753-4663

PAP machines,and any other home health equipment you can imagine. Our team
of pharmacists, nurses,technicians,fitters, and registered and certified respiratory
therapists ensure 24-hour service that families and physicians can trust.
Holland _Medical is accredited by the Joint Commission on Healthcare
Accreditation, a sign of the highest standard in the health care industry.
Holland Medical: Quality medical equipment, respiratory care, and I.V.
therapy, offered with pride for those who care about their patient and lovod ones.

PADUCAH

MURRAY
(?05 Arcadia Circle

1914 Broadway
502-442-6311
1-800-223-4947

a:

753-1465
1-800-227-4125

Holland Medical Equipmentctmacx.rr-r.--rrr-r-7"--r-1'''"--ra:6,

Accredited by the Joint Commission on
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HOLLAND MEDICAL SERVICES
We also offer the latest respiratory and infusion medications, CPA? and Bi-
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- Accredited Home Hospital Equipment —

As a supplier of durable medical equipment, we help patients recover from
illness and injury in the comfort of their-homes. Were the folks who provide
simple things like hospital beds, walkers and oxygen equipment, to bring you
relief and aid your recovery.
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Holland Medical Services has served the people of West Kentucky, Southern
Illinois, Southeastern Missouri and Northwestern Tennessee for 12 years.
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Each Piece When Bought In Sets

All Reasonable
Offers Will Be
Considered,

New Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-600 p.m.
Sat.9:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m. & Sun. 1:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m.
We accept Visa & Mastercard
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Closeout
On All Room SHINITIME lk APPLIANCE
Air Conditioners
Frra SUPERSTORE REMUS

(Across from the United Methodist Church
• just off the Court Square)

Brent & Carol Brown - Owners

Starting at
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vAuGH is

500-A Maple Street • Murray

Stop in and check out our wide selection of
hunting rifles, shotguns, pistols and accessories.

$599

Certified Blue Cross / Blue Shield participating supplier. Ask us about accepting Medicare assignment
Well always be there for you.
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Holland Tire Co.

Fire
11.13.

Harold "Jack" Romaine
licensed in KY 8 TN
759.1033 or 753-0873
101 S 12111 St • Murray
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We can provide information and coverage for your
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Dole extends prayers to U.S. forces
By TOM RAUM
Associated Press Writer
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ANALYSIS

Clinton, Dole
fighting for
the future

•

By DAVID ESPO
AP Political Writer
CHICAGO (AP)
In the campaign to come, Bill Clinton will
try to straddle America's increasingly conservative political center
while Bob Dole aims to Want the loss of reliable Republican issues
to his younger, politically nimble rival.
"America is on the right track to the 21st century ... but our
work is not finished," Clinton said Thursday night in a Democratic
convention speech that neatly pocketed credit for welfare changes
and anti-crime measures and looked ahead to a balanced budget.
Even Clinton's "bridge to the 21st century" seemed like an idea
Ronald Reagan could love. "We are the future," the Gipper used
to say. By contrast, at his own convention, Dole beckoned Americans back to "a time of tranquility, faith and confidence in
action."
Dole clearly recognizes the difficulty he faces.
"Everything he says, you know, well, Bob Dole's for it, I'm for
it. Then why shouldn't I be president?" the GOP challenger asked
at a California rally after Clinton spoke. "I've got all the ideas."
More than a question, it is also Dole's challenge.
Four years ago, Clinton persuaded Americans to find the "courage to change" and trade in 12 years of Republican rule for a
young, untested New Democra:
t
This time, his message is to stay the Clinton course, character
flaws, scandals and all. It's a course, he said in his prime time
acceptance speech, that's coincided with 10 million new jobs,
peace abroad and new attention to the "family values" that liberals
of his own party once scorned.
Truancy, school uniforms and cracking down on television violence now draw Clinton's attention.
The race, of course, is unpredictable, as premier political consultant Dick Morris'_ hasty departure showed Thursday. Morris left
after published reports of a yearlong relationship with a prostitute.
And Ross Perot's role in the race remains to unfold. There will
be debates between Dole and Clinton, at least, and with them,
opportunities for gaffes that can reshape the race in an instant.
_
Foreign crises may intrude, or a flareup of Whitewater or one of
the other scandals that Clinton always seems to battle and that
Republicans hope will prove his undoing.
But there's no doubt where the campaign stands at the traditional
Labor Day start. Dole, 73 and an uninspiring campaigner thus far,
has the big task of playing catchup against America's best-known
"Comeback Kid."
It's a lead in the public opinion polls that's backed up in the key
battleground states from New Jersey to California. Already, Democrats quietly wonder when House Speaker Newt Gingrich and congressional Republicans will edge away from Dole to try to salvage
their hard-earned House and Senate majorities.
Dole's convention was notable for his selection of longtime
adversary Jack Kemp as running mate, and the decision to keep
religious conservatives and abortion opponents far from the prime
time speaker's podium.
Dole previewed three main themes for the fall. He embraced
sweeping tax cuts, sought to raise doubts about Clinton's character
and depicted the president as a big-government liberal masquerading as a conservative.
,
"It's y r money," Dole told voters. "You shouldn't have to
apologize or wanting to keep what you earn."
In rebuttal, Clinton.offered no sweeping new agenda, just smallish, sensible-sounding steps across a ''bridge to the 21st century."
Tax breaks for students, jobs for welfare recipients, a ban on cop
killer bullets, a crackdown against terrorists, literacy by the third
grade and a balanced budget that "preserves Medicare, Medicaid,
education and the environment."
Nothing symbolizes the campaign dynamic so much as welfare.
After twice vetoing GOP overhauls as too harsh, Clinton signed the
third bill only last week. He angered Democratic interest groups,
but redeemed his 1992 campaign pledge to "end welfare as we
, know it" and sent millions of mainstream voters the message that
he was willing to depart from liberal orthodoxy.
The result: the word "welfare" never passed Bob Dole's lips
during his turn in San Diego. It was — and is — an issue denied
him.
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David :Woo has covered preAideotial politics for The Associated Press sinte 1980.
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Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents arc welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters mutt be Awned by the 9411CT, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters should be typewritten and should be on topics of general interest. Letters must not be
more than 500 words. The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right
to edit, condense or reject any letter and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor. Murray Ledger
Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.
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When I was a small child, my
father insisted on taking us to the
MAIN STREET
Staten Island Zoo on those rare
Sundays when he was feeling particularly paternal. From those episodic sabbathday excursions, I developed an impression of Staten
Island that was distinctly different
from other New York boroughs I
Ledger 8r. Times COI/111111W
knew.
Glamorous and exciting, Manpression. Like something out of a over her left shoulder
so her voice
hattan was home to Broadway, 5th
fairy tale, it was a brooding mansion
would carry to the back seat. "On
Avenue, and The Stork Club. on a hill. There were no signs of life
your eighteenth birthday, they send
Brooklyn -- where my Kelly cousins
inside or out, though it was reputed
you out on your own. I hear that
lived -- was a mix of big city and
to be home to scores of abandoned
some of them get decent jobs."
hometown. It was filled with churwaifs.
Eventually the zoo and Mount
ches, fancy buildings, and monu"If you're not good," my father
Loretto became kid stuff, funny
ments like the one at Grand Army
always warned as we passed Mt. stories to be repeated at family
Plaza. Brooklyn also featured oldLorca°, "we'll drop you off there." dinners. As I entered my midteens,
fashioned brownstones that housed
He nodded toward the dark-winhowever, Staten Island took on a
huge families, and narrow streets
dowed Tudor without an ounce of new importance. You see,the drinkwhere kids played games with
humor in his tone.
ing age in New Jersey was 21, but in
strange names like Ringaleevio.
Out front by the road stood a
New York it was 18, and Staten
Staten Island was another thing
statue of the Virgin Mary, arms Island lay just across the Outeraltogether. First of all, there were no extended, palms up,eyes cast shyly
bridge, a short drive from home.
subways and no taxis. It kind of down. I supposed she was there to
From the time we were Juniors in
looked like New Jersey without the
welcome huddled masses of cast-off high school, Staten Island beckone
d
interstatcs, and you could actually
kids whose parents were fed up with
to teens from the section of New
take the ferry from Perth Amboy to
one-too-many spilled glasses of Jersey where I lived. Friday nights
get there. You could also drive, milk, or driven to the end of their
we piled in cars and "went over."
which was the method Daddy usuproverbial tethers by a last-straw
We carried proof of age stolen from
ally chose for our visits to the zoo. squabble of sniveling siblings.
older brothers or sisters. In transit,
On the way, he pointed out all the
Looking to my mother for reaswe practiced ordering drinks with
orphanges, and it seemed there was surance, we only got the comment
, the aplomb of one who iNbibes
one around every bend. Mount "They say children learn a
trade
legally.
Loretto made the most lasting im- there." She tunred her head slightly
The guys favored beer or -- when

feeling especially manly -- they
might ask for shot along with it.
Girls were partial to things like
Boone's Farm flavored wines or
mixed drinks with names that
sounded(we thought)sophisticated.
The sloe gin fizz, Seven-and-Seas,
and rum and Coke were popular.
We felt grown up when we went
to these dives, but the thought of our
parents finding out could reduce
most of us to childish hand-wringing. The occasional rumor thai the
State Police set up stakeouts to snare

0
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New Jersey kids as they came back
across the Outerbridgc from a night
of bar-hopping was enough to keep
us at home for a week or two. As
soon as the heat was off, however, it
started all over again.
Like all teenagers, certain we
were invincible, we never worried
about car accidents or bar fights or
worse. As I think back on it, I
believe it is a miracle that no
tragedies occurred as a result of our
Staten Island excursions. Some di-
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vine grace protected us from
ourselves on those ridiculous rides
in the days before "Designated
Drivers." Perhaps it was the same
almighty intervention that kept my
parents from exiling me to Mount
Loretto years before.
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KENTUCKY EDITORIAL

Ho
Aug. 22 — The Dominion Post, Morgantown, W.Va.,
on teen
drug use:
It comes as no surprise that drug use by teen-agers
has more than
doubled nationally in the last four years.
Now, the annual survey by the U.S. Department
of Health and
Human Services has found that when asked, more than
2.4 million
youths between 12 and 17 admitted using an illicit
drug at least
once during the prior month. ...
It's no coincidence that this has happened during the
tenure of
President 'sill Clinton. He has shown a relatively
cavalier attitude
toward the use of drugs himself and has a number of
former users
in the White House with him.
Early on, he gutted the War on Drugs budget by
some 80 percent. Now, he has named a "drug czar" in this election
year, and
the Democrat Party platform says, "... every
adult must take
responsibility to set a good example, and to teach
children that
drugs are wrong, they are illegal and they are
deadly."
Deeds, as usual, speak louder than words.

Aug. 22 — The State, Columbia, S.C., on Whitewater:
Some will say Jim Guy Tucker got off light — four years probation, 5295,000 in fines and a little community service — for
his
fraud conviction in a Whitewater-related case. In truth, the former
Arkansas governor is ruined: forced from office, financially
drained
and gravely ill from liver failure.
A federal judge had compassion for Tucker, who was convicted
along with the Clintons' cohorts, James McDougal and his
ex-wife
Susan. Doctors testified a jail term would likely be a death sentence
for Tucker. ...
(McDougal is) now cooperating with prosecutors in the hope
of
cutting a sentencing deal. That may be bad news for the Clintons
.
Giving a major player like McDougal special treatment hardly
seems fair, but (Independent Counsel Kenneth) Starr is hoping
to
catch the bigger fish.
Unfortunately, we probably won't find out much about whether
he has, indeed, netted the first couple until McDougal is sentence
d
on Nov. 18 — two weeks after the election.
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McBrayer a player in party,
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Terry McBrayer is a player.
CAPITOL IDEAS
Within national Democratic
circles, the attorney from Lexington is well connected and in
demand.
It is not just because McBrayer
is a member of the Democratic
National Committee and spends
An Associated News Analysts
roughly half his time at DNC
headquarters, raising money for
the White House to run the
congressional candidates. Or that
Clinton-Gore campaign in Kenhe has been sounded out as a
tucky, said Clinton several times
potential successor to Don Fowhas cited Patton's campaign as a
ler as DNC chairman.
model for Democratic candidates.
McBrayer has another skill. He
Clinton talks now about procan tell Democrats how to get
tecting Medicare and Medicaid
elected at the state level by runand student loans and school
ning against House Speaker Newt
lunches. He talks about RepubliGingrich. North Carolina Gov.
can extremism.
Jim Hunt is among those he
"I did not recognize the influadvised.
ence the governor's race had on
McBrayer and Gov. Paul Patthe national election," McBrayer
ton wrote the book last year,
said recently.
when Patton, with McBrayer as
But Medicare and the other
state party chairman, upset Repuissues worked because McBrayer
blican Larry Forgy in the Novemstumbled across a silver bullet —
ber election.
a Lexington Herald-Leader report
The campaign made a crucial
of an obscure congressional subpivot in the final days, when Patcommittee proposal to sell federal
ton began attacking Gingrich's
assets, including Kentucky's most
controversial "Contract with
popular lakes.
America."
McBrayer said he clipped the
His message was that the new
article and handed it out that
Republican majority in Congress
night in London at an issues
planned to slash Medicare, Medi- 'meeting with area residents.
caid, student loans, school
"They went crazy," McBrayer
lunches and the like.
recalled. "Just went bonkers."
Nothing was sacred in the mad
Until then, Patton had been
dash to pay for upper-income tax
pushing issues like discipline in
breaks without increasing the fedthe -Classroom, juvenile crime and
eral budget deficit. The buzz
welfare reform.
phrase became "Republican
"We made every effort in the
extremism."
world to get a state issue to catch
Voters were asked to make the
on," McBrayer said, "and we
gubernatorial election a referencouldn't make one beep in the
dum on Congress and the
polls."
contract.
Two days later, the Patton
It is no coincidence that Presicampaign hit the air with a radio
commercial that said Republicans
dent Clinton has taken the same
planned to sell the lakes to entretack in his re-election campaign
preneurs. McBrayer began saying
against Republican Bob Dole.
that lientucky Lake would
Don Sweitzer, the man sent by

p.m.
mati

So, Patton won and McBrayer,
who himself ran for governor in
1979 but failed to win the Democratic nomination, said he felt
vindicated.

Charles Wolfe

become the world's largest catfish pay lake.
He was unwittingly abetted by
Gingrich, who told The CourierJournal that the issue would be
looked at after the election. Forgy
recognized the danger and got
Gingrich to issue a statement that
said no lakes would be sold —
period — but the damage was
done.
The lakes issue repeatedly surfaced, Forgy's efforts notwithstanding, and made the other
charges about Medicare and
related budget cuts believable,
McBrayer said. .
There soon followed a devastating TV commercial with a clip
of videotape from a Gingrich
speech in which the speaker said
Medicare would not be cut all at
once but would be allowed to
wither on the vine.
On election night, McBrayer
told a cheering crowd that he was
going to ring up Gingrich "and
tell him the white-haired people
of Kentucky have kicked his"
posterior.
The whole notion of selling the
lakes was absurd — McBrayer
does not dispute it — but undeniably effective.
"Elections are not won and
lost on big things," McBrayer
said. "It's little things, and the
repetitiveness of it kills you."
Voters perhaps did not relate to
welfate reform or to changes in
tax structure, "but they could
relate to the lakes,' McBrayer
said.
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"It was the greatest day of my
life when Paul won. It was a vindication of what I had tried to do
years ago. ... It was a thrilling
time for me because I knew I
made a difference,it McBrayer
said.
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Mc:iizyer said last week in
Chic:,', site of the Democratic
Nat: aal Convention, that he has
been asked if he is interested in
the party chairmanship when
Fowler leaves after the November
election.
"I don't consider myself much
of a contender at the moment,"
McBrayer said. "I vacillated on
whether I wanted to do it or
not."
So far, the DNC has used
McBrayer mainly as a money
raiser. He said he has been
included only in "second tier"
strategy discussions, never with
the "first team."
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What he really wants is a shot
at a high policy-making position
in Washington, D.C. "If I can't
find that, I'm not going to
express an interest," McBrayer
said.
"I'm not going to play on
somebody's third team.... I want
to play on the first team," he
said.
"I'm 59 years old as of Sept.
1. I'd like to make one more run
at a major position of some kind
in a decision making role. I love
to make decisions and make it
work, but I don't want to have to
check with 25 , people."
Charles Wolfe is a statehouse
reporter for The Associated
Press.
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Thrds of Month selected
Tuesday, Sept 3
Almo-Dexter No. 4 Fire Protection
District moebng17 p m /tire station at
Almo
Calloway County Band Boosters/5 30
p in /Calloway County High School
Band Room
Medical Explorer Post 803 organizational meeting/6 30 p m /third floor
Education Unit/Murray-Calloway
Hospital.

Murray Preschool/Head Start will have an open house on
Thursday, Sept. 5, from 6 to 7 p.m. at Special Education Building,
first
floor, Murray State University, located on North 16th Street,
across
from Boy Scout Museum. For more information call 762-32
62.

Community

East PTO will meet Thursday
East Elementary School PTO will meet Thursday, Sept. 5, at
6:30
p.m. All parents, guardians, teachers, staff and students are urged
to
attend.

Music Chorus will rehearse Thursday
Music Chorus of Music Department of Murray Woman's Club
will have a rehearsal on Thursday, Sept. 5, at 7 p.m. at
the club
house. All members of the department are invited to sing
in the
chorus, according to Margie Shown, director, and Janet Finch,
accompanist.

Garden Department plans meeting
Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club will open the
1996-97 club year year with a salad luscheon on Thursday, Sept. 5,
at noon at the club house. The MSU Scholarship will be presented.
Names will be tabled for membership and members are asked
to
bring paper products for the club house. Hostesses will be Paula
Crouse, Myrtle Douglas, Zula Sykes, Virginia Hale and Betty
Kirkenmeier.

JO BURKEEN/Ledger & Times photos

The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club has selected the
yards of the month for August. Selected as the residential yard of the
month is the home of Frances Churchill at 1715 Keenland, pictured in
top photograph. Selected as the business yard of the month is the
Adams Construction Co., 305 Andrus Or., William C. Adams Jr., P.E.,
bottom photograph. The department selects these yards each month
during the spring, summer and fall months to give credit to the residents and businesses for their care of their homes and businesses.

The American Cancer Society needs volunteer cosmetcologist
s/
and or barber stylists for all counties in the Purchase area. These
are
needed to assist with the "Look Good...Feel Better Program." Interested persons are asked to call Tracy Defreitas at 1-502-744-90
61.

Hospice Volunteer Training planned
Hospice Volunteer Training sessions will be held on Thursd
ays,
Sept. 5, 12, 19 and 26 from 6 to 9 p.m. in private dining room
of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Participants will learn
how to
meet the physical, social, psychological and spiritual needs of terminally ill patients and thei families. To preregister call 762-13
89.

Oaks Country Club
Bridge/9:30 a.m.
Health Express of
Piggly Wiggly/8:30-11
1230-3 pm

'Hansel and Gretel,' a fairy talc play by Grimms, will be
presented Saturday, Sept. 7, at 7 p.m. at Murray Middle School Auditorium. The play will be directed by Lana Bell, former
executive
director of Playhouse in the Park, Murray. The event is being
sponsored by Murray Business and Professional Women. Advanced
tickets are $5 per person and at the door tickets will be $6 per
person.
The public is invited to attend.

Pet Therapy will be Thursday

•

Breast Cancer Support Group will meet Thursday,
Aug. 1, at 7
p.m. in Board Room, Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. For information contact Martha Andrus at 753-3862.

New Life plans open worship night
New Life Christian Center will have a night
of contemporary
praise and worship, open to the public, on Friday,
Sept. 6, at 7 p.m.
New Life meets at 1519 Martins Chapel Road. For
more information
call New Life Bookstore at 753-1622.

West Fork Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p m
Christian and Missionary Alliance'
.
Bible Study/7 p m
•
Eastwood Baptist Church
service/7 30 pm
Dexter Baptist Church Bible
Study/6 30 p m
Westside Baptist Church service/7
pm
ii01110fill Baptist Church prayer
meeting and youth mission groups/7
pm
First Christian Church Choir/7;30
pm
First United Methodist Church
Covenant Prayer/10 a m Kids Club
for Grades K-4 and Wednesday night
dinner..5.30 p m., Handbell rehearsal,
programs. Singers Unlimited for 5-8
Music/6 30 p m , Chancel Choir/7:30
pm
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
University Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p m reception for Alien and
Maria Dutton/8 p m
Westside Baptist Church
First Presbyterian Church Choir/6:30
p m.; College Fellowship/6 45 p m
Grace Baptist Church Kids Club,
Youth Bible Study, College/Career
Bible Study, Adult Bible Study/7 p m
First Baptist Church Ladies Bible
Study/10 15 a m , Step Aerobicsi10.30
a m.; Youth Pizza supper:6 p.m.;
Library open/6. 15 p m.: Children's
Choirs, Youth Prime Time/6:30 p.m.;
Prayer meeting and Bible study,6:35
p m Sanctuary Choir/7'45 p m

Pier 1 Imports is pleased to have
Gina Williams bride-elect of john
Pasco, join our bridal registry.

Pet Therapy will be Thursday, Sept. 5, at 3 p.m. The group will
meet at Calloway County Public Library and then go for visits to the
local nursing homes. For information call Lois Ruiz, 436-2453.

Breast Cancer Support Group to meet

Volunteers/4 30 p m /Chamber of
Commerce
Family Support Group at West View
Nursing Home/4 30 p m.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p m /Gleason Hall, St. Leo's
Catholic Church Info/753-0395 or
489-2046
Purchase Area Positive Singles/7
p.m./Wilson Hall, First Baptist Church.
Mayfield. into/Harold, 1-502-856-3805.
Cancer Support Group/ 3
p.m./Education Unit of Murray.
Calloway County Hospital
info/762-1100.
Murray Optimist Club/6:30
p m./Homeplace Restaurant.
Murray TOPS Club/First Presbyterian
Church/6 p m.
Hardin TOPS Chapter/7 p.m./Hardin
Library
Memorial Baptist Church Golden
Circle Class meeebng/6:30 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church Women on
Mission 1/630 p m./home of Jill
Herndon
First United Methodist Church Education Work Area/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church WMU Visiting
Ministry/3 p m in Room 301; Step
Aerobics/5:30 p.m
Wednesday, Sept. 4
Fellowship breakfast tor any persons
and spouses who ever attended Faxon
School/8 a m./Shoney's.
Jackson Purchase Doll Club/11.30
a m./Dutch Essenhaus Restaurant.
Calloway County Public Library
Parents and Twos/9:30 a m , Story
Hour/10:30 a.m.
Senior Golf Group/8 30 a m /Miller
Memorial Golf Course
Murray Country Club Ladies Golt/9
am

Wednesday, Sept. 4
Weak* Center/open 9•in -4 p m Pio(
senior citizens activities. Pinochle
pm
Hazel Center/open 10 a
p milor
senior citizens activities
Board of Calloway County Public
Library/430 pm
AA closed discussion/11
a m /Am•rican Legion Hall
info/753-8136 or 435-4314
Goshen United Methodist Church
Women/7 p m
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Cordell& Erwin
Circle/1 .30 p m . Small Prayer
Group/7 p m
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 pm
Now )A6 Christian Center study/7

University

FLINT, Mich. — Keith Bryan
Hosford Jr. of Murray has earned
a Bachelor of Science degree in
Mechanical Engineering from
GM! Engineering & Management
Institute.
The institute, with a total student enrollment of 3,200 including 2,400 undergraduates, is the

nation's only accredited college
of engineering and management
operating on a five-year, fully
cooperative plan of education.
Founded in 190, GMI was
part of General Motors Corporation until 1982, when it became
an independent institution and
ceased to be known as General
Motors Institute.

Plaza •

Chestnut St. • 75311451

Sob $227
Reg. $325
.15 ct.t.w.
$15 mo.

Poultry meeting on Thursday
Kentucky Contract Poultry Growers Association
will have a meeting on Thursday, Sept. 5, at 7 p.m. at
Purchase Area Development
District office at Mayfield.

1•
0„

Wells reunion will be Saturday
The annual Wells family reunion will be Saturda
y, Sept. 7, at the
home of Frank Wells. A potluck meal will
be served at noon. All
family members and friends are invited.

A fish supper will be Saturday, Sept. 7, at 6
p.m. at Coles Camp
Ground United Methodist Church. Fish, hushpup
pies, slaw, beans,
French fries and also hamburgers and hotdog
s will be served. A
freewill offering will be accepted for the support
of the Navitity
Scene to be held in December. The supper will be
served in time for
people to -go.-tO the Murray State football games if
they desire. The
public is invited.

Prescott and Cothran reunion planned

PSYCHIC FAIR
PADUCAH, KY * EXECUTIVE INN
Sept. 7 & 8 * Sat. 10 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Sun. 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Readings*Booths*Demonstrations*
Aura Photography * Iridology *Door
Prizes * Free Lectures or Mini Readt.
ings in Lecture Area every italf Hour
with $5 Admission

A PEGASUS PRODUCTIONS FAIR

The Prescott and Cothran family reunion will be Saturday, Sept.
7, at Lee Jones Park, Eddyvillc. To reach the park turn at the stoplight in Eddyville on Highway 93 South, go two miles, park on the
right. Signs will be posted. Persons are asked to being a covered
dish for the potluck meal, drinks, and old or new photos. For more
information call 1-502-388-7709 or 1-502-388-2412.
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200 S. 4th St. Court Square

Register Now For

Fall Art Instruction
I reschool Thru Adult • Classes Start Sept 9

Call 753-7201

Retirement Center
Guarantee our pre-opening monthly rental
price for one full year after moving in by signing
up now for your •ne* apartmept at Hickory
Woods! ATI it takes is your $500 deposit, totally
refundable,to reserve your home at Murray's first
assisted living facility.
Call Katherine Morris at 7534339 or
visit our Marketing Office, 121 By-Pass,
between Artcraft and Curves Fitness.

30%450% off gemstones & cultured pearls
30% off all sterling silver & bridge jewelry
Jewelry photos may Oil enlarged to show detail C.T T W stands lot
carat total weight Diamond
sale includes only that jewelry where diamonds coreititUte the crOatettt vaiuo I
OK and 14K gold inour assortments Available only at JCPeriney stores with Fine Jewelry Departme
nts Merchandise
shown is representative of our assortment StitOCIton may vary by Store Some
merchandise may
not be available at every store
item is not available at your nearest JCP•nney store we WI
gladly order it lot you

Wan

*As • maw purchase on your JCPenney credit
card
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Steelers' coach
takes Tomczak,
benches Miller

By RICK GANO
The Cowboys said after the game
AP Sporte"Wrinar
that Smith had pain up and down his
CHICAGO (AP) — Owner Jerry
back but had movement of all his
Jones paced the Dallas sideline like a
extremities, and team officials said Xnervous parent. His championship
rays showed no serious damage.
warn, one that won the Super Bowl
But Dallas' offense was struggling,
seven months ago, was sputtering,
even with Smith. They Cowboys were
playing bad football and would go on
kept out of the end zone for the first
to lose its season opener.
time since a 1991 playoff loss to
But losing a game is one thing; losDegoit.
ing Emmitt Smith would be quite
Sanders, playing wide receiver and
another for the Cowboys. Smith, who
cornerback, was in on more than 100
recently signed a $48 million contract,
plays but said he was not tired after the
was carted off the field in the closing
game. He did, however, fumble after
minutes of a 22-6 loss Monday night to
one reception to set up a field goal for
the Chicago Bears.
the Bears.
The Cowboys, already without susDallas quarterback Troy Aikman,
pended Michael Irvin and injured Jay
meanwhile, also lost the ball after a hit
Novacck, watched in silence as did
by Kevin Minicfield. Bryan Cox, in his
most of the 63,076 fans at Soldier
Bears' regular-season debut, made his
Field, who eventually offered polite
second recovery of the game, this one
applause.
for his first NFL touchdown.
"I'm praying for him," said team"I knew we were going to struggle
mate Delon _Sanders, who became the
losing guys like Michael Irvin and
Jay
NFL's first two-way starter since
Novacek," said Aikman, who com'Chuck Bcdnarik in the early 1960s.
pleted 21 of 37 for 192 yards. "We got
Smith who was admitted to a Chicato zero in better on things we've done
go hospital for observation, leaped
in the past. We got to figure out what
high into the air on a play fake and
Dallas running back Emmitt
File eilob
we're going to do."
Smith was carted off the field with
apparently landed on his shoulder and
a neck Injury Monday
night, making matters worse
tor the Cowboys, who lost
his neck. 22-6 to Chicago.
• See Page 7

Louisville's
Cooper sets
Cards'focus
on Penn St.

By ALAN ROBINSON
AR Sports Writer
PITTSBURGH (AP) — Jim Mille
r's stay
as the Pittsburgh Steelers' start
ing quarterback might be the shortest in club
history:
One week and out.
With one of the NFL's best
defenses
ravaged by injuries and the
offense still
looking for its first touchdown,
the Steclers
will switch quarterbacks just
one week into
the season.
In for Sunday's game against
Baltimore:
Mike Tomczak, who has thrown
one touchdown pass and 10 interceptions
the last two
seasons. Out: Miller, the first
-year starter
who won the QB11I competition
in training
camp with Tomczak and Kord
ell Stewart
almost by default.
Steelers coach Bill Cowher didn't
explain
the Labor Day move, saying
only that he
would answer questions today.
But, in reality, the move needs no explanat
ion.
The Steelers' offense looked
nothing like
that of a returning Super Bowl
team in Sunday's 24-9 loss to Jacksonville
. Miller
(9-for-17, 83 yards), Tomc
zak (a badly
thrown interception) and Stewart
(0-for-2)
all played with equal ineptitude
.
• See Page 7

Agassi, Muster set for quarters

By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
third-seeded Thomas Muster.
"We both are going to be beatNEW YORK (AP) — Andre
ing
the ball pretty good for the
Agassi knows what's next. It's
baseline. You'll hear explosions
what he calls "big tennis.''
off the racket four, five, six times
"Big tennis is when you
get
two guys trying to establish their a point," Agassi said. "That's
big tennis."
will out there on the cour
t," •
Another "big tennis" battle
Agassi said.
takes
place tonight when topThat's exactly what Agassi
seeded Pete Sampras and bigexpects in the quarterfinals of
the serving Mark Philippo
ussis con_ U.S. Open when he runs
into tinue their touring
Grand Slam

By CHRIS DUNCAN
AP.Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Hanging on a bulletin board at
the Louisville football complex is an article from a Pennsylvania newspaper analyzing
Penn State's 1996 football
schedule.
The article said Louisville
was one of the Nittany Lions'
breathers. on a schedule that
includes No. 19 USC and four
other teams in the current Top
25.
But Louisville coach Ron
Cooper said the Cardinals
(1-0) are good enough and
confident enough to win at No.
7 Penn State Saturday.
"This is not going to be a
David-and-Goliath deal," said
Cooper at his weekly news
conference Monday. "What
better chance do we have to do
something special? This football team, if I was to tell them
we were just going up there to
play hard, they'd laugh at me.
We're going up there to win
the game. There isn't that
much difference (between the
two teams) and when they sec
what I see (when comparing
the two teams on film), they'll
become as excited about playing Penn State as I am."
Louisville's convincing victory over Kentucky last week
solidified its place as the best
Fits Photo
St. Louis shortstop Ozzi
e Smith scored the gamt-wIn
college football team in the
ner Monday
against Houston, coming
horns on a single by Willie McGe
state. This week, they arc
e.
looking for some national
recognition.
"This game is huge:: said
Cooper, who is 8-4 at Louisville. "People that do the voting for the top 20, the people
that look and evaluate and say,
'Where exactly is the UniverBy ROB GLOSTER
sity of Louisville?' are looking
his 100-pitch limit for the game
AP Sports Writer
.
at this game. I'm taking my
After allowing two hard-hit
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) —
program up against a program
balls in the seventh that requi
red
Prolong the no-hitter, or protect
defensive gems by third base
that's been in the top 10 for 25
man
his pitcher?
Charlie Hayes and center field
years."
er
Yankees manager Joe 1'i3rre
Bernie Williams to preserve
The Nittany Lions (1-0)
the
was faced with that choice, and
no-hitter, Torre made the
opened the season with a 24-7
he decided to end David Cone's
decision.
win over No. 19 Southern Cal.
comeback game after seven hitTorre brought in Mariano RivThey are 98-10-1 in home
less innings.
era, who got four straight
openers. 76-21 in games in
outs
Cone was unhittable in his first
before allowing an infield singl
September and 97-47-1 on
e
outing since having an aneurysm
by Jose Herrera with one out
national television. The
in
removed from his pitching arm
the ninth that ended New York
's
four months ago. He stymied the
II See Page 7
bid for the first combined
noOakland Athletics for seven
hitter since 1991.
innings, but was getting close to
"I could not let the no-hitter

no

TI

Cowboys fall 22-6;
turning attention
to injured Emmitt

•

A

da
IA

shootout, this time with a quarterMuster is ranked No. 2 in the
final berth awaiting the victor.
world, but was dropped to third
Agassi, seeded sixth in the
in the U.S. Open seedings by the
year's final Grand Slam tournaU.S
. Tennis Association,
ment, grabbed a spot in the quarexchanging plac45s4)/7:th Michael
ters Monday by defeating fellow
Chang. The US
ade several
American David Wheaton 4-6,
other changes, including boosting
6-2, 6-3, 6-4. Muster, a leftAgassi from No. 8 in the rankhander from Austria, advanced by
ings to No. 6 in the seedings.
downing No. 13 Thomas Enqvist
Muster and several other Euroof Sweden 7-6 (7-4), 6-2, 4-6,
6-1.
• See Page 7

SCHEDULE
TODAY

By JIM SALTER
AP Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Throw
some artificial turf and polyester
uniforms and the St. Louis Cardinals' 8-7, 10-inning win over
Houston on Monday would look
a lot like 1987.
Or 1985.
Or 1982.
Ozzie Smith and Willie McGee
led St. Louis to NL pennants in
those years. Though now parttime players, the duo played vintage Whiteyball in the first game
of a three-game series with the
Astros.
McGee's fourth hit drove home
Smith with the winning run, pulling the Cardinals within a halfgame of Houston in the NL
Central.
McGee, starting in place of the
injured Ron Gant, also drove in

• CCHS at Marshall
Benton Country Club
• MHS boys at
• Henry Co Invitational
Paris Landing
SOCCER
• Lady Lakers vs St Mary
CCHS Field — 7
• Tigers at Reidland
Redland — 7 30

three runs. And Smith, spelling
dinals rally from deficits of three
regular shortstop Royce Clayton,
and four runs.
had his best offensive game in
Doug Brocail (1-5), the Astros
years, with three hits — includfifth pitcher, walked Luis Alicea
ing a homer — four runs and
leading off the 10th and Danny
three RBIs.
Sheaffer bunted into a fielder's
The game's two stars — Smith
choice. Miguel Mcjia ran for
is 41, McGee, 37 — seemed
Sheaffer and stole second, but
almost put off by the references
was thrown out at the plate by
to past days under former manaleft fielder James Mouton as he
ger Whitey Herzog.
tried to score on Smith's single.
"Willie and 1 are doing what
Smith took second on the
we do," said Smith, whose
throw and Lankford was inten
homer was just his fifth lefttionally walked before McGee
handed. "That's what we've been
singled just past shortstop Ricky
doing for years."
Gutierrez.
"Today is today," McGee
Alan Benes (13-8), pitching for
said. "We did our jobs today. I
the first time ever in relief, got
look at it as one game."
one out for the win. Benes was
Houston manager Terry Collins
the seventh St. Louis pitcher.
admired the veterans' poise.
Houston scored three in the
"They've been in this situation
first off Donovan Osborne.
numerous times," he said. "They
Osborne had given up just six
step out of the batter's box and
runs in going 3-0 against the
gather themselves. They know
Astros, but surrendered seven in
what they can do and don't try to
3 1-3 innings Monday, his shordo anymore than that."
test outing of the season.
McGee's bouncer up the
RBI doubles by Jeff Bagwell
middle ended a wild 4-hour,
1 -minute game that saw the Car- • See
Page 7
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cloud what we set out to do,"
removed him after 85 pitches.
Torre said. "If I leave him in and
"If Joe was going to leave the
he throws 105 or 106 pitches and
decision to me, I'm going back
wakes up with a sore arm tomorout there and throw caution to the
row, I'd never forgive myself for
wind,- Cone said. "I think Mel
that."
and Joe did the right thing, trying
The Yankees won Monday's
to protect me."
game 5-0, maintaining their fourCone had three hours of
game lead over Baltimore in the
surgery May 10 to remove the
AL East. The Orioles won 12-8
aneurysm near his right armpit.
Monday night at California.
Surgeons took a one-inch vein
Cone (5-1), whose fingers were
from Cone's upper left thigh and
numb and blue after his previous
used it to repair two arteries in
start on May 2, struck out six and
his right shoulder.
walked three before Torre and
pitching coach Mel Stoulemyre •
See Page 7
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Old Cardinals save day
Ozzie scores winner
on single by McGee;
St. Louis tops Astros
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BRIEFS

The Youth Baseball Association will hold tali signup Thursday and Satur
day at Dennison Hunt for 8 and 9-year olds who will be moving up to the
Mustang League
Signup will be held Thursday from 3 to 6 p m and Saturday from 9 a m to
noon The coat is $15 Per Player

MSU's Bridges earns all-tourney honors
Murray Stall middle hitter Melissa Bodges garnered All Tournament honors for her play at the First Serve Festival in Omaha Neb
Bodges, a 6-2 senior led the team with 58 kills in four matches including a
career-high 20 against Missouri-Kansas City For the weekend Bridges hit at
a 246 pace and posted a team high 12 blocks (four solos and eight block
)

'Melissa played extremely well this weekend,' said coach Brenda Bowlin7.
'She played pretty consistently and that's what we need from her all year.*
The Racers were 2.2 in the tournament with wins over UMKC and Saint
Louis I.4SU dropped two hard fought matches to Drake and tourney host
Creighton
Murray State welcomes UAB for the Racers home opener at 7 p m
tonight Admission for tonight is $2 for adults and $1 for children A season
ticket package is available for $25

•Louisville...
FROM PAGE 6

BASEBALL

BOXING

SEATTLE (AP) — Mike Greenwell set a malor league record by
driving in all nine Boston runs, the
final one on a 10th inning single
that gave the Red Sox a 98 victory
over the Seattle Mariners Green well, who had four of Boston's
seven hits, also hit a two-run homer, a grand slam, and a two run double By driving in all of his team's
runs, Greenwell broke the record of
eight RBIs shared by George Kelly
of the New York Giants (1924) and
Bob Johnson of the Philadelphia
Athletics (1938)

MEXICO CITY (AP) — Mexico's
Treasury Department is seeking
the arrest of former champion Julio
Cesar Chavez and two associates
saying they were wanted for prosecution of alleged tax fraud A Dis
trict Court fudge in Chavez's hometown of Culiacan, issued the arrest
warrant against him and Daniel
Viesca h4onsivais and Jaime Vicen
te Garate Urena Chavez's whereabouts were unknown
Chavez, 34, lost his WBC super
lightweight tide to Oscar de la Hoye
on June 8 in Las Vegas Ghevez is
97 2-1 with 79 knockouts

Smith, who started despite a
sore knee, gained 70 yards on 18
carries before he was injured with
less than four minutes remaining.
Dallas was plagued by nine
penalties and several instances
when it lined up in the wrong formations and had to use timeouts.
They didn't look like the team
that had been so happy last January in Phoenix.
"We did a good job stopping
Emmitt," said Cox, the outspoken and sometimes controversial
player who spent his first five
seasons in Miami. "We didn't
allow Emmitt to bust through to
have a big game. We kept our
composure and we controlled
Troy Aikman and the passing."
The Bears used some chicanery
on offense to build a 10-3 lead.
Raymont Harris caught a 33-yard
scoring pass from wide receiver
Curtis Conway on an end-around
in the second quarter.
And with the half wiritling
do-wn, punter Todd Sauerbrun
stunned the Cowboys by lofting a
pass to a wide-open Harris, who
went 47 yards to set up the first
of three field goals by rookie

FROM PAGE 6

Carlos Hucrta.
The Bears, bubbling for the
opportunity to play the Super
Bowl champions on Monday
night with the nation watching,
had been working on the plays all
week. They were confident they
would work, and just as confident
they could play with the
Cowboys.
"I don't want to sound arrogant oj
/tocky but all through the
week we felt we had the type of
team that if we went out and did
our thing that we could win,"
said Harris, who broke his collarbone in the opener last year and
missed the rest of the season.
"We knew they were Super
Bowl champs with all the superstars and all the commercials and
things of that sort. We have good
players and we weren't intimidated at all," he added.
"I expected an ugly game,"
Dallas coach Barry Switzer said,
"but I didn't expect it to be so
damn ugly and to lose it that
way. We will not beat anyone if
we continue to play the way we
did mentally — missed formations, missed alignments, using
up our timeouts, penalties, turnovers, dropped passes."

.and Sean Berry, and Mouton's
run-scoring single put the Astros
ahead.
McGee singled home Smith in
the bottom half, and the Cardinals tied the score in the second
on Osborne's RBI double and
Smith's run-scoring groundout.
Houston scored four runs in
the fourth on Berry's 14th homer,
run-scoring singles by Gutierrez
and Bagwell and Kirt Manwaring's RBI double.
Smith's two-out homer in the
bottom of the fourth made it 7-5.
He walked and scored again in
the sixth on McGee's single,
pulled the C,,ardinals to 7-6.
St. Louis tied it in the eighth
when Ray Lankford's- two-out
double scored Alicea.
Houston starter Darryl Kile

FALL SPECIAL

allowed five runs and 11 hits in
five innings. In three previous
Starts against the Cardinals this
season, he lost to Osborne each
time.

Some teammates wondered
whether he'd be able to return
this season, but Cone vowed all
along he'd be 'back to help New
York down the stretch. His win
was just the Yankees' fifth in
their last 13 games.
"This is a big lift for the
club," said catcher Joe Girardi.
"We were definitely highspirited today. It's not only his
ability, but his presence in the
clubhouse."
Cone said his lasting memory
of the game will not be of his
dramatic return to the mound or
the seven hitless innings. Instead,
he'll always remember the gaze
of his father as he walked off the
mound after innings.
After each inning, Cone caught
the eye of his dad — who once
upon a time also was his Little
League coach — sitting in the
first row behind the Yankees'
dugout.
"I can't remember a major
league game where I could make
eye contact with my dad," Cone
said. "I felt, 'Oh geesh, there's
my dad,' and I kept wondering if
he was going to yell at me for
hanging a pitch or something."
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Kansas ON (Appel 11 10) al Toronto (Heragen
17.7) 635 pm
Cleveland (Hershisar 14-7) a talesukes Aid
10-7), 7(15 pm
Dein* (Olksies 7-91 at Chicago (Bars 0. Ii 106
m
Allitnesota (Rodriguez 13-10) st Tour (No
13-5) 715 pm
Ni. Volt (Goodin 114) at 0lk1end (Woven
7-9),906 pm
Boron (Gorton 10-61 ail SHIM (Torras 0.11
906 pm
Salletara (Comings, 6-5) at Callomsa (Harris
0-01 906 p m
Weilasedey4 Games
• Kansas City (Rosario 5-41 at TotoMO 1115111ers
2-2)
. 835 pm
Ckikeland lOges 7 Si at lArvisukes (1)Sink°
4-51. 705 pm
Dolma (Van Popper 3-I) a Chicago (Tapers
124) 705 pm
Mammals (We, 0-1) at Touts (Pay, 15-7)
7 35 p m
Nix York (Palms 19.7) al Oakland (Tieshoder
5) 935 p m
Boron Naddior 2-2) al Seattle (Iillich000k 12 7)
9 35 p m
Sallinx• (Eidson 9-111.1 Caltornis(WNW
43) 935 pm
Ni. Y0111
Ilidaracirs
NON
Toronto
Deems

el
—
IPA

1734
34
254

EMI
—
A
54
I
15

a

011
—

17

Poor:moss

•

Chicago (Nerwo 13 si
Faxkla
1515
1411), 406 pm
Atlanta IStetscat 47) al C.martotai (Webs II 13)
$35 pm
San Francisco (Gardmm '0.5) 8, 1,1p4.lmal
(P J116r1Met 119) 835 pin
San Clusgo (Hamlion 13 71 at Pt.$1•4181pAia
(Until 7) 835 pm
Los AngelesiR lasesmx 11 41 si Ni. Ypra (W
ion 4.11) 640 pm
Houston iFisynotos 16 71 at Si lama (Stoats
rows 1r 10) 705 pm
Only games scheduled
Iletlaseday's Genies
San Francisco (Erma 34) m Montreal (Paniagos
I-?), 606 pm
Calorie, (Thomism r-si aFIVtabur911 (User
6-5). $06 pm
Chicago (Foam 1.2) at Florida (K Brown 14 10)
605 pm
San Diego (Sanders II-4) at PhirdelgAta (Beech
1-2). 535 pm
Lou Angers (Candlott in at Nee Yost (Her.
Nech II 10)
40 pm
ANN (Glevirse 134) at CMOnnall (Resdlager
0.1). 535 pm
Houston
1143 SF 31 Louie (A) BNIS 1241,
705 pm
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BUY AMERICAN
***BUY COOPER***
YOU'LL BE PROUD YOU DID!

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400
Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

************ * * *

SEASON
TICKETS

"
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•

•

NOW
ON SALE!
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* Tanning
Special *

k

15 visits For $24.95

k

VIDEO GOLD

Large Selection
Of New Release
& Vide.) Game..

1206 Chestnut • Murray • 759-4944
Sun. 12 Noon - 10 p.m., Mon.-Th 10-10 Fri & Sat. 10-11 p.m.

Super Sega .
/
1
4

y)'\,*

•

J.

1996 Murray State football season is just
around the corner. With seven home games,
you won't want to miss this chance to get your ticket
for exciting Racer action at Stewart Stadium this fall.

0

Up To

1 A'

• y. .0 _

Over 1,500 Movies

Cleans furnace burners.
blowers, oils motors, checks
all safety controls.

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
State Farm insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, lamb

••••..‘.

0

83.95

Used Tanning
Bed For Bale

'See me kw al your tan* onsaancie needs •
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

ORDER YOUR
SEASON TICKETS
TODAY BY CALLING
(502) 762-4895

* Movie
Liquidation Sale *
From

Jane Rogers Ins.

•

a

'39.95

733-3782

receiver.
The fans clearly want Stewart
as the quarterback, but it's apparent that, at least for now,
"Cowher doesn't.
"It's very hard for me to actually get out there and play receiver and work my butt off trying to
get open, and then, all of a sudden, come back and settle down
and do the quarterback role,"
Stewart said.
"I jump from being the physical guy trying to get a big defensive back off me to being asked
to be relaxed and do what I can at
quarterback. I was capable of
doing that last year, but there are
more things added on this year
with what I'm trying to do at
quarterback."

Spoksured By

FROM PAGE 6

Y.(

Complete Furnace
Check Up &
Safety Inspection

All Type Home .
Service
•

With his veterans crying out
for a starting quarterback to be
designated, Cowher had to 45a,
something. What he did was
make a change.
"No one's sure of their role,
and it's confusing," running back
EITIC Pegram said. "We need to
know who the starting quarterback is."
Stewart agreed, saying he is
wearying quickly of the Slash
role designed by Cowher that
requires him to repeatedly shift
from quarterback to wide

•Cone...

•Cardinals...
FROM PAGE 6

Louisville's hope for an
upset may come down to
turnovers.
"We're going to face a
team this week that doesn't
make mistakes," Cooper said.

•Steelers...

II Cowboys...
FROM PAGE 6

us Enis rushed for 241 yards
and three touchdowns against
USC and his performance has
Cooper worried.
"He runs with a linebacker
mentality,",Cooper said.

expected crowd of more than
90,000 will be the largest
Louisville will play in front of
this season.
Louisville's defense held
Kentucky to just 39 yards
rushing Saturday. But the Cardinals will oppose one of the
nation's best running backs
this weekend. Sophomore Cur-

SPORTS ROUNDUP

•

"The guy worked hard for
something he finally accomplished, and he probably felt like
I was dissing him, and I wasn't,"
Agassi said.
Under questioning, Agassi
refused to call his quarterfinal
meeting a sort of srudge match.
"Come on. Weie in the quarterfinals of the U.S. Open. We
both have won big events
before," he said. "We both want
to do it again. That's what we're
both going out there and trying to
do. To make it anything more
than that IS a waste of time."

pun players were critical of the
changes, charging that the seedings should be done entirely by
the computer rankings.
When Muster, a dominant
force on clay courts, bnefly took
over the top rung in the rankings
earlier this year, Agassi questioned how a player could be No.
1 if all of his top results Came on
a single surface. On Monday,
Agassi said his statement was
taken out of context.

YBA to hold fall slgnup Thursday and Saturday

MSS

SCOREBOARD

•Agassi...

Sports

7
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Toni Bohannon's primary family 1-8 class at North Calloway Elementary
School Is going for the gold In attendance this year. Pictured (front
row, from left) are Eric Underhill and Chasity Prior. (Back row) Evan
McDaniel, Craig Rogers, Bonnie Thorn, Shaye Camp, Katie Sweatman,
Whitney Watkins, Lindsay Hays and Matthew Freeman.
Students In Kelly B. Mackey's 9-12 grade Life Skills class at Calloway
County high School construct "Me Books." The activity was a culminating project after a unit on self-discovery. Pictured (front row, from left)
are Becky Sistrunk and Sarah Broughton (Back row, from left) Trent
Garland and Aimee Henson.

Susan Amett, Brent Burchett and Serena Britten, 6-8 students In Susan
Darnell's science class at Calloway County Middle Schogi, study and
record findings from plant growth.

HOUSE
open Mor
1o5 Nice
thing $1
women
sweater:
dresses
Murray c
480-2242

Chelsey Lassiter, Matthea Oliver and Robert Guthrie prepare to enjoy a
nutritious lunch at SOuelvieSt Elementary School.

Calloway County High School students In Stephanie Wyatt's 10-12
grade science class research environmental software to utilize In their
upcoming science projects. Pictured (from left) are Mechelle Woodall,
Shane Burkeen, Emily Thomas and Brad Walker.

MASSAI
pleased
Terri Hi
ayailabi
from 104
sage 1
753-3801

William Vernon and Kathryn Stalls enjoy a walk during recess at East
Calloway Elementary School.

Applia
most

Murray Elementary students Amanda Peebles (front row), Joseph Benton and Adam Peebles help beautify the school's playground with
mulch. The mulch was purchased through the school's PTO.
11111011111110177

Lar

War

C.
Jcsh Crick and Sean Conner work on a new computer program In Toni
Bohannon's primary family 18 class at North Calloway Elementary.

Cars
"•
1
0

Sharon Adams, Chance Randolph, Jamie Parrish and Meridith Miller
look on as Calloway County Middle School teacher Sarah Davis shows
them how to use a computer program on Team 6-A. '

Cd
Members of the Starshine Team, comprised of grades P3 and P4 at Murray Elementary, enjoy eating star buddies together as a team-building
activit

First

WE
Jim Kra
Jay Km
Ala& K

Hwy 6
Tom 1

Students In Holly Smith's class at Southwest Elementary use gummy
bears to learn how to sort and classify. Pictured (from left) are Zachary
Cathey, Stephanie McGrIte and Heidi Biederman.

Calloway County Middle School Students Bryan Furches and Jason
Hale, 6-8 students In Susan Darnell s science class, observe root
growth In plants and record their results

Pictures for this page were submitted by the administratise staffs of the Murray
Independent School District and the Calloway County Schools and edited by the staff of
the Ledger & Times. Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximSte ratio of students In each district. Please direct your questions and
comments about area public schools to the Murray City Schools (753-4363) or the
Calloway County Public Schools (753-3033).

Vor '

Murray Elementary School held a reception on teacher day welcoming
new principal Eleanor Mills. Pictured (from left) are Jessica Schlabec,
Tina Schlabach, Mills and Annettee Alexander.
Met
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The World is our
Playground
Serving Ages 3
through 5

4P•Specia1ties
".1feedievite
'''
..

308

S. 12th St;•

M. Adams
Murray • 759-2500

1205-B Center Dr. • 753-6578
Hours: 7:30 a.m.-5:20 p.m

"Welcome To This New Year"
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CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
INIPIQY Asia
$6.00 Column Inch
so% Discount 2nd Run,
Se% Discount 3rd Run,
00 J Ads Altar an Mr *Derr PrideeL)
$2.00 per coiumn inch extra for
010
Tuesday (Shopping Guido).
020
025
Reader Adt
030
304 per word. $6 00 minimum
1st day.6c per word per day for 040
each additional consecutive 050
day $200 extra for Shopper
(Tues Classifieds go info Shopping Guide) $2.00 extra for
blind box ads

TO PLACE
AN AD
ANNOUNCEMI NIS
,egor Notice
•
Notice
Personals
Cora of Thanks
in Memory
LOS? & For.-sa
FARMERS MARKET

90
370
Yard Sale $7.50 Prei,gj 390
A $2.00.. will be required io moire 40C
arty changes to od after deadline. 550

•

Form Er:women%
Livestock & Supplies
90:XitrY & SUPPlies
Prockic•
Feed & Seed

CALL 753-1916

EMPLOYMENT

SERVICES

Hell) Wonted
Dom estic & ChIldcore
Situ011on Wonted
Business OpPortinIN
instruction

080
230
250
290
530

REM ISIAH RENIAl
281;) Motsie ricim•s for Rent
215 Mobil* Home Lots for Rent
Business Rentals
300
310
Wont To Rent
320
Apartments For Rent
330
Rooms For Rent
340
Houses For Rent
For Rent or Loose
300

470
480
4&,5
490
495
500
510
520

060
070
090
i0;)
110

•

insuronC•
Einerminating
Business Servic es
H•oring & Cooling
Services offered
TRANSRORIA DON
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Ports
Usecl Cori
Vons
Used Trucks
Campers
Boots & Motors

MERCHANDISE
Computes
For Sole or Irocie
Wont
ArnAl
cIrs or
To So
tLv
rtia
r2jes
AloCola
:
p uiAnnn
He
orn
gs
es
Vocuurn C Goners
Sewing Mocnines
Heavy (omen?
Sports E eow
c
snoeon;

120
130
140
150
15.5
160
165
170

Iwo
195

200
210
220
240
200
390

Musc al
M,
I scellanawo
y ik rzooL:
Pets & Suoplfes

270
365
420
430
435
440
450
400

REM istatf SAIlS
Mobile Horne' For Sae
For Sao or Lease
Horne loons
Rea Ercr•
Lake Proper',
Lots F Or Sae
Forms For Sae
Homes Pot Sae
MISCHIANFOuS

410
540
500
570

Putir,c Sae
F cx Trooc
Flee Column
Vvontea

020

NIMBI=
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mode.
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Feature Of The Week

Recliners
Starting at
$9600

PURDOM
Furniture & Mattress
Downtown Murray • 753-4872

HOUSE of Clothes, now
open Mon SaL 9to 5. Sun 1
to 5 Nice consignment clothing $1 00 Buys mens
women, children jeans
sweaters sweat shirts,
dresses 13 Miles from
Murray on Hwy 464 Call
489-2243 or 753-6981
MASSAGE To You is
pleased to announce Ms
Tern Hamilton, M.T. is
available Wednesdays
from 10arn-8pm /or Massage Therapy. Cali
753-3801, for an appt

1996 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplement
insurance is now
siendanred in 10
plans and we wnte
all 10.
the part A deductible
you. Of your
insurance,
must pay has been
increased to $736 in
1996.
For more information
call:
•
McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
75J-4199
or nationwide
I 400-455-4199
* 1,ut

1-2th war01 ser•ta•

ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753-6981
FREE Pregnancy Tests
Lifehouse 753-0700
MUMS Pre-Season Sale U
dig or potted 15 Varieties
to choose from 2 Miles S
Old Murray Paris Rd
753-2171, 753-1078

1,000 WEEKLY wiling envelopes Free onto Send
sell addressed stamped
envelope to Express Dept
96, 100 East Whitestone
Blvd Suite 148-345, Cedar
Park, Tx 79613
AVON $8-$15rly No door
to door No mon order
18yrs. 1-800-827-4640
Indlskirep

Dester.O'Donley
and Associates, Inc.
ts now axepting applications br heating and
au 03nditioning technicians. Wage rate with
beneth package will be
based on experience.
Send resume to
P.O. Box 96
Paducah, KY 42002
or tor more information
call 442-4383.

Appliance parts to fit
most major brands.
New & Used
Large inventory

Ward Elkins
753-1713

CARPENTERS helper and
laborer needed Will train
for promotion to carpenter
436-2766

HALEY'S
,Illgt9Duck
,Rental and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

nigkts
27t-A-A8,

FLOOR COVERING

IMO"

Doing ft right the first time costs
less than doing It over.
First Quality carpet, hardwood, tile & vinyl
WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
30 Years Experience
Jim Knight sow & Instalistion To„ Tom Ad '
41 "8/
Jay Knight
a
Vie Knight
.
r
Hwy 641 - 1'/2 Miles South of Murray to
Tom Taylor Road Right 1500 yards. JHIZI. KY

753-7728Xnighns

CARPET instillers, Western Kentucky location. Expenenoe installing maidenbal carpet & vinyl. Tools
furnished. Benefits & bonus
program Send resume to:
Human Resources,
P 0 Box 490, Benton, KY
42025 Equal Opportunity
Employer.
COMPANION/ Aide, live-in
care for elderly lady. Full or
part time Room, board &
salary 753-5964
COMPUTER Users
Needed Work own hours
$20k to $50k/yr.
1-800-348-7186.x 486
CONGENIAL person with
computer expenence, submit resume to Cathenne at
Century 21, Loretta Jobs
Realtors, University
Square, 303 N. 12th St.
753-1492.
DAY shift help wanted.
Apply at Dutch Essenhaus
Cafeteria. 753-2334.
EXPERIENCED carpenter
needed for residential construction in Murray area.
Most be ambitious. Cal
436-2766.
EXPERIENCED tobacco
cutters needed Call
435-4424
GEOMETRY Tutor wanted
Call after 5pm, 759-9215

V

tirniture

/teddi•
ng

Wiggins Furniture
(Sim: I95si
11%. 641 N. - Across from
Nlemorial Gardens

753-4566
Open. Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m. In 5 ,in.
Free I
iind Financing .1 tillable
(there Quahri Decol'r
-1
Prue

Mention this ad. 1Ve'll pay the tat.

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NURSING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our new nursing home policies
have an alternate plan ofcare that may
pay for care in your own home if you
would otherwise have to go to the
nursing home.
Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and now we may be
able to provide the money under the
alternate plan of care!
CALLUS TODAY-FOR A RATE QUOTE

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY
753-4100 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

HOUSEKEEPER needed
Most be dependable, honest and thorough Prefer
Thursday, other days possible. References required
P.O Box 1040 L, Murray,
KY 42071
LOCAL business seeking
full time•computer service
technician Send resume
wIsaiary requirement & re$srencesb P 0.Box 1040
E, Murray, KY 42071
MEDICAL assistant for
busy physicians office
Training provided for motivated individual Excellent
benefits, Mon-Fn. Send resume to. P 0.Box 10400,
Murray, KY 42071
POSITIONS now available
at Shoney's are, 1 day
cook, 1 day seed bar attendant and 1 dining room
supervisor Apply in person. N 12th St, Murray.
SEEKING an experienced
inchvodual to care for infant
in our home 2-3 days per
week References required Excellent rate of
pey with possible increase
depending upon addilionei
duties chosen to be performed by child care provider, i e , cleaning, cooking, washing cklhes, etc.
For interview phone
436-4635

Miss Your
Paper?

Call 7534916

Pt-Time &

DELI HELP
NEEDED
Apply in person at

Owen1S Food

SMITH Corona word pro- LAWN tractor, LAW Chief.
cessor, 3800 office system, 15hp, hydrostatic drive
like new, $200 436 5354 mulching unit 2yrs old.
$750 767-0606 after 5pm
leave message
USED computers, bought
and sold 767-0858

Market
110
SERIOUS printing professional wanted to operate
small and medium size one
and two color presses
Health insurance, 401K,
salary range to $20,000
Call Marc at 502-753-8802,
Innovative Pnnting, 1623
North 121 Bypass, Murray,
KY 42071.

Want
To Buy

NO Payment No Interest
until Jan of 1997 Or low
interest rates on all Cub
Cadet lawn & garden tractors Lambs Small Engine
Industrial Rd 753-2925

QUALITY storage carports
20yr Warranty 12'x21'
starting at $97500 20'x21'
starting at $1471 00 16
ANTIQUES Entire estates Gauge metal. 2% pipe
or 1 piece Call Larry Elkins legs, 5' centers Installed
492-8646 days, 753-1418 on site. Colors available
evenings
Darnell Marine Sales
BOOKS, CD's, tapes, mo- 753-3734
vies, NES-SEGA Genesis,
Playboy magazines, detec- SEE us for your barn or roof
trve magazines Cash or metal. Cut to length.
trade 2-1. Booktrader, op- Cover's 36 inches, many
posite Penneys, Mayfield colors. Economy Metal &
Supply Co. 489-2722
251-3233
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 day
or night

SONIC of Murray a now
accepting applications for
the position of Assistant
Manager Successful applicant should have 1- 5yrs
experience in fast food
management and be able CASH for GI JOE
toys, old STRAB(for We.$1 75 per
to work days, nights, and
bale Ph 489-2436, if no
or new 753-7185
weekends. Advancement
answer leave message
is possible. Apply in person CASH paid for good. used
from 9.m-5prn at Sonic of nfles, shotguns, and pis- USED furniture & apMurray, 217S 12th St Mur- tols. Benson Sporting pliances Washer, dryers,
ray, KY. Ask icor Richard. Goods, 519 S. 12th, ref, ranges as cory! , TV's
Wood chairs, chest, dressMurray.
No Owe calls please
ers, desk lamps, student
PORTABLE welder, desk George E Hodge,
070
200amp or larger Tandem 806 Coldwater Rd
Domestic
flat trailer. 14-20ft long
& Cladotre
901-584-6288, or

160
CAROL'S Custom Clean- 901-642-0475
Heise
ing Home and office ser- WANTED Old
handwork
Furnishings
vices Reasonable rates. crochet, cut-work,
embroidBonded, reliable For more ery, etc. 753-3332_
2 END tables 2 lamps &
information please call,
queen size waterbed, hard753-9351 ask for Carol
side 753-7947
WE buy Army Surplus
CLEANING houses a my 759-4490
business. Reliable Call
Linda 759-9553
150
HOME & Office cleaning
Articles
14F1 Krause disk. 4 row
Daily, weekly, summer
Fes Saki
cleaning Ph Valerie,
cultivator 502-753-7845
759-5021
6x8x6 high enclosed utility
1967 CHEVROLET grain
trailer
$850 obo
IMMACULATE Cleaning
truck, 13V,'Midwest bed &
759-9932
Services. Professional,
hoist Call 492-8566
reliable cleaning for com- 7x17 OVERHEAD garage
mercial or residential. Ex- door, $253 753-0964
c•liont ref•r•ne•s.
Sports
AIR Fresheners Commer759-2310.
EiluiPosig
cial quality now available
WE will babysit in our for homes. starting at $6 50 BHB Firearms has moved
home Safe, dean, Christ- per month Save on pot. to town, 767-9744 Peals,
ian environment. Call pouri and candles Call ntles, shotguns, hunting
753-3193 ask for Nancy or Shawnee Air Systems, supplies
Karin
References 502-753-9094
GUNS, buy, sell, trade
available
436-5650
Power
ARTIC
portable
WILL do house cleaning
Have references Call generators. AC 1400G, NORDICTRACK WalkFit
$699.00- Sale price, treadmill, $450 Call
474-2131 leave message
$450 00. AC 1800G, 767-9729
WILL take care of elderly $799.00- Sale price,
people dunng the day in $550.00. Darnell Marine SKI MACHINE Call atter 6,
759-9839
New Concord 436-2056
Sales. 753-3734.

COMIC books (over 500
Marvel, DC and Independents from 1970's & 80's)
and board wargarnes for
sale Call 527-5137

100

CAREER FRUSTRATED? DEER HUNTER'S SPENEED ADDITIONAL IN- CIAL Deer Chow, Deer
COME? Earn serious mo- Blocks, Deer Co-Cain.
ney in spare time working Stump Likker, automatic
from your home For more feeders, Nei Come see full
information phone, line at Farmers Farmacy,
502-354-8008
Dixieland Center
759-2248
Dampest*
MUST sell Pentium 75
Laptop. &nb RAM. 800mb
HOD, touchpad Asking
$1850 obo Call leave message 767-0810

210
Flee/cod
A-FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

.• ••
•
to 1,

BACH trumpet, used 1
semester, $300 759-1021

REDUCED 1996 South
DOWNTOWN upstairs ofndge 16x60 front kik:hen 2 fice space on Court
bedroom, 1 bath beige car
Square Rent $95 Includes
BALDWIN Electronic
pet cherry cabinets de
utilities 753 1266
Grand Piano MIDI caphwasher with large living
able Full sae keyboard
room for only $21.500 See NORTHWOOD Storage
Never needs tuning, excelRoger or Judy at Lakeland presently has units availlent condition, $1000
able
753 2905 or
Quality Homes 641 N
753-5778
KY
Benton,
Ph 753-7536
SELMER Bundy II, Alto 502 527 5253
OFFICE space for lease,
Sax, used only lyr ExcelWalnut Plaza 104 N 5th St
SPECIAL, 1997 Souttindge 753 8302 or 753 9621
lent condition 753-6176
16x80, teal green decor.
TROMBONE, Bundy in French doors to master
good condition, case 2 bath, cherry cabinets See
Available Now
mouthpieces, music stand, at Lakeland Quality
$200 753-0023
Stella Storage
Homes, 641 N, Benton,
YAMAHA organ, 2 key- KY Ph 502-527-5253
Mini Warehouses
boards, 20 pedals, unlim3
sizes to choose
280
ited sound combinations,
from
Located behind
WM.
hinged keyboard cover
Stella Grocery on
Noose For %al
Perfect organ for small
Hwy 121 North
church. Beautiful wood ca- 2 OR 38R gas or electric
binet, $3,000. 753-2215 af- central h/a Edge of city
753-7443
ter 600 or leave mess.
limas 753 5209
270

285

12x6.5 WITH or without tot
753 6012

MOBILE horne site for rent
767 9435 or 742-4435

1904 ATLANTIC, 16x80.
shingles, vinyl. All appliances, 2 decks on beautiful rental lot. 759-9600
1996 BELMONT, 16x80, 2
bedroom, 2 bath with entertainment center, with central air & skirting for only
$25,500. Northgate Mobile
Homes, 88 Main St, Benton, KY. Ph 502-527-1362
'96 ATLANTIC mobile
home, Loaded, 3 bedroom,
2 bath, arnftm cass radio
built-in, all wood cabinets
and tiled trim. Real nice
753-1186.

300

•

4
,

r .

•

AC=
1,2,3110 apts Furnished
very nice near MSU No
7 53 1 25 2
pets
days,753-0606 after 5pm

o• •

&MINIM

Rentals
88F7x5Ott Metal building
Insulated gas heat Can be
used for 1 or 2 shops or
stores Located 406 Sun
bury Circle See Carlos
Black at Blacks Decorating
Center or call, 753-0839 or
436-2935

1614 OLIVE Room for
rent Utilities furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898.
1BR furnished utilities &
cable included Pasture &
barn space included,
$3501mo 435-4236
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4100

Closeout Sale
On All 1996 Models

a-1996 BELMONT, 16x90,
3 bedroom, 2 baths, island
kitchen with central air and
skirting. REDUCED to
$25,900. Northgate Mobile
Homes, Benton, KY, Ph
502-527-1362.

Shop and Compare
Many To Choose From.

Best Home Center

COMPLETELY remodeled
14x65, 2br, 2 full baths, set
up on rented lot, $8750
753-6012.

Camden, TN

901-584-2009

HUGE 50th anniversary
sale!! Sept 6, 7 & 8th Buy
special red tagged lot models, arid receive underpinning, 200 AMP electric box
& pole, and up to 20' water
& sewer hook-up Dinkins
Mobile Homes, Inc Hwy
79 E (north) Paris, TN
1-800-642-4891

Business On A Budget?
SAVE $173 with

this 2x2
consistency ad in classifieds
every day for a month - including
Shopper for only $195.

LARGE selection of used
homes Late models and
older models See the
housing leader Dinkins
Mobile Homes. Inc Hwy
79E
Paris, TN
1 800-642-4891.

Call 753-1916

•

*

,•

.

For Details

Sept.
8th

en14

FOR sale Refrigerator,
stove, TV, speaker, couch,
chair, dining table & chairs.
Many small items, beds,
microwave & weights.
Fn t3Oth DI Sept. 15 1210
Main St

Show off your grandchildren by inserting their photo in the
Murray Ledger & Times, Saturday, September 7, 1996,
COUPON
Please insert my grandchild(s) photo in
your paper. (Photo enclosed)

NuRRINGI

Name of Grandparents

West View Nursing Home is a superior rated. 174
bed Medicare certified nursing facility affiliated with Murray-Calloway County Hospltol
Enclosed Is $7.00 1st picture $5.00 each
additional picture and stamped. selfaddressed envelope for return of picture.

Our facility offers competitive wages and
excellent benefits including health -and life
insurance as well as pold vocation cloys

502 753 1304
1401 SOUTH ISO, STREET MURRAY

KENTUCKY 42011

•

1 .

•'
I

Name of Child

MDS COORDINATOR

For more information contact Barbara Clapp.
RN. DON at 767-3664 or you may obtain an
application form In the business office

•

1• •

I

ricime

This position Is available on the 7-3 shift, 3 days
weekly The applicant must boo licensed RN or
eligible for licensure In Kentucky Long term
care experience preferred

,

'•

West:View

Heyley Danielle Erikson
-- •

Grandparents
Craig & Karen Covert
Joyce King
Dart King

Bring in by September 4
(12 noon) to be published
September 7
T.4,11 C'It It.1
Ledger

Send photo pamen of amo ortpftrenty nannr of child.
(maximum of 4 lines) self addressed envelope for
return of original photo and payment to:

& Times

P.O. Box 1040
Murray. KY 42071

.
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HILLDALE Apes now talking FOR Sale 6. Acres of
applications tor 1,2, & 30r pnme building land Some
spas Handicap accessible woods comer lot road
Apply at Hid.Apia °Moe frontage from woo sides
Monday-Friday. 7 30-3 30 North of lAurrey on Wratver
Equal Housing Opportun- Road, $25,500 C•II
ity 437-4113 TDD 901-644-7587
800-546-1833 X287
HALEY Appraisals Bob
KENTUCKY Wee, Wie- Haley, state certified
land Wally Vamp. ltx 759-4218
apartment, utilities inKOPPERUD Realty has
cluded. rent based on inbuyers wailing to purchase
come 62 & older, or hand.homes-WI price ranges it
cap & disabled Equal you are thinking of
selling
Housing Opportunity
contact one of our courte502 354-8886
ous and professional
MUR CAL Apertments now
acceding applications for
1 2 and 3tir apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
1-lousing Opportunity

agents at 753-1222 or slop
by office at 711 Main St

Lake
Property

MURRAY Manor Apart
ments now sampling appli- LAKE Property on Barkley,
cations for 1- 2br apart- 146 2 acres with approxi
ments Apply in person mately 3000tt of shoreline
1 30pm 4pm, Mon Fri, in Trigg County 527-1285
1409 Duigiud Dr
or 354-6301
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent haus
ing Apply in person at
LAIIII
Southside Manor, 906
Fer Sele
Broad St Extended, between 8am 12noon No 3 HUGE corner lots in Prephone calls please Equal ston Heights, 500 feet from
city limas All underground
Housing Opportunity
city utilities 753-2339
330
4 ACRE mobile home site,
Ream
priced to sell, 5 miles north
Far Reat
of Murray 767-9435 or
/?
"WANTED Two room- 742-4435
mates, envie') rooms, walking distance to Murray
State Call 901-642 0784
after 8pm
3.10
Houses
kat Rad
313R. 24 baths wflacuzzi,
brick, 22004q ft of living
space, plus large 2 car
garage In new exclusive
sing* family subdresion
753 5344
350
Fer Reis
Or Leas
CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20 $40/mo 759 4081

TOBACCO barn 32x52 a
Coldwater 502 489 2116
leave message
370
Livestock
& Supplies
10YR old Sorrel quarter
horse gelding Good trail
horse onee Needs riding
753 7477
1996 16FT gooseneck
stock trailer 435 4301
4YR Old spotted saddle
gelding horse Very gentle.
great kid horse for show &
trail 14 1 Hands He's
Great'$1200 Ph 436 5867
leave message
CATTLE for sale 2 Heifer
calves 3 cows & 1 bull Call
after 5pm 489-2028

BEAUTIFUL 6(+-) acre
building site in Rock House
Estates, northwest of Mur
ray, with new pond and
dock, $22,500 436-5068
MURRAY Estates Starting
at $18,000 Great location
for now & the future
50 2 - 4 35 4 4 8 7 ,
904 673 0040
d50

Feiss
Fe's.'.
25 ACRES, 11 acres timber, 2 story, 2br, 1 bath
house, propane gas heat,
tailpiece, fenced pasture,
stock barn, outbuildings,
fruit trees Also has mobile
home site with elec hookup
& septic tank Located 44
miles east of Hazel Call
492 8586

DOG obedienowdasses or
private. Serving Murray 14
years 436-2858
MINIATURE Greyhounds
and miniature Collies.
436-2953.
MINIATURE Schnauzer
puppies. Great personak
ties, non-shed, excellent
AKC Pedigree, 8wks
Wormed & .shots.
901-642-5422.
AKC reg. small toy poodle
pups, wormed, vet.
Call
checked.
502-489-6081,
REGISTERED Border Collie pups for sale. 492-6614
-days 492-8580 nights
WELL bred AKC Reg Beagle pups, 10wks old
753-2605 after 5
410
Public
Sake

4-Family
Yard Sale
At Old park
Sept. 7
8-7
and chairs col
,00 sines end rabies
ar-cs m,crowave metal
rloset what not shell, ste
household 'erns,
aio
r-lothes. Tuppenvare. and
Mary Kay produce
"JOJCWIC

Miss
Your
Paper?
Call
753-1916 ,

NEW 3br, 2 bath home, 2
car garage 21804q ft under
roof City water, natural
gas Call after 5pm
753-3078
NEW 30r, 3 bath on corner
of Nancy Dr & Brookhaven,
Woodgate Sub Asking
$150,000 753-2334 ask for
Garvin
NEW home Wiriest complete 3 bedroom, 2 bath
1400 sq ft with carport,
located in East-Y subdivision 753-7091
PRICE reduced on new 31x
house on corner Of Rugby
and Oakhre Dr in Campbell
Estates Excellent floor
plan, plus has an extra
multi-purpose room Call
753-3903
470

Mokireyels
1996 HONDA 300 EX
4 wheeler, $3200 Call
753-1684 after 4
'89 YAMAHA 4-wheeler,
350 Warrior, eiectnc start
with reverse Looks good,
runs great Call 759-4967
'90 RN 250, excellent con
0190n. $1560 All gear included 753-0084 leave
message
FOR sale 1987 Honda
Aero Moped or scooter
Call 753-5738
190
Wed
Care
1973 OLDS Delta 88, good
350 engine, 400 trans,
$275.
436-5354 leave message.
1984 GRAND Marquis,
72xxx mile., all power, excellent condition, $3500
753-5463
1984 OLDS Cutlass,
$1500 753-0196

2dr,

ACREAGE for sale 1 A to
275 A Owner financing
502-759 4713 9am 5pm
HORSE lovers dreamt
Shade, pond. stables &
open fields 26 Acres (+-).
$40,000 435 4537

4160
Hoses
For Saki
1300S0 ft house 24x30
shop on 2 7 acres, adjoining 4 lane on Van Cleave
Rd, $45,000. 753-4525.

1906 TtGERSHAF
t slu
Montego, 3 seater, w/
trailer, $4500 obo
753-0196
'86- 164 FT inboard Runabout excellent condition
$4500 obo 753-6070
530
Illortices
Meted

Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
stump removal, tree spraying, hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch hauling &
mulch spreading, gutter
dewing Licensed & insured, Full line of equipment, Free estimates non
Lamb
436-5744,
1-800-548-5282.
A-1 Tree professionals.
Stump removal, tree spraying, serving Murray, Calloway County since 1980.
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737
A & A Lawn Care, mowing,
hauling, tree trimming
Free Estimates Mark
Lamb 436-5791
AFFORDABLE quality
building you'll be proud of
Additions, remodeling, custom woodwork, roofing,
vinyl siding, decks, porches, fences and horrid*
pair. Free Estima
767-9268

APPLIANCE REPAIRS:
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers. All work
and parts warranted. Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455.

1989 LINCOLN Town car,
$6,000 759-4406

'89 S-10. red, 5sp, 4cyl,
cold air, very dependable
Must sell, $2650
753 6885

BRICK/ ranch style approx
3,000sq ft. 2 car garage
3br, 2 lull baths, Ig den with '92 FORD Ranger, ext cab,
fireplace, wiadioining gun- loaded, $9200 obo
room Lg living/ dining 753-5113 or 753-8555
room, patio & profession*
landscaped 3 Milos from 95 CHEVY Saverado, ext
Court Square on 121 So, cab, short box, 54p trans.
1 6 acre lot, fenced back- V-8 Matching topper. 6xxx
me. $17,000 753-5949
yard, $142,500 Appt only
753-0261, 753-8272
520
HOUSE plus 3 acres near
loam
lake. $55.000 Call
& Wore
436-2540
15FT boat with 100hp
NEW. 2 story, 4br, 2.4
Chrysler, trader included
colOpen
foyer,
baths
Asking $1500 753-2754
umns, tile floors Mc, etc
City subdivision Reedy to 17FT Basis boat loaded
sell 750-2571, 436 4013, Asking $2000 or trade
435 4040
474-8189

1103 West 6th Street
Fulton, KY 42042
(502) 472-2300

Dan Grissom

mb Brothers

Tree Service

S02-4.36-57414.
.1.-800-5413-5.26.2

Free Estimates LICENSE!) & DISUFIED
Tree Trimming
24 Hr, Service
Tree. Removal
Gutter Cleaning & °Wntd & °Mated
Stump Removal'
Mulch Hauling
Wi
Cleanup St7ViCe
Landscaping
Light Hauling, Etc.
TEM LAMB
Hedge Trimming
Full Line of
"Qt
la
I
it
r
r
viccTree Spraying
Equipment

Nmomisil

Ii

ATTENTION I
Contractor or Home Widen

Coloksey's Plumbing
Free Estimates
New Construction - Repair Water Heater Replacement

Phone 436-2667
I
•III

Custom
CABINETS
WOODWORKING
Will Build To Your Specifications.'
• Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
• Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops
1

610 N 4th St. (Neat to Lawlor Pliottto).•, ttarpx , ,
A D
DIVISION OF SO M
.
/WAN waLt. Si/STEI.' , INC.

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats. RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 759-4664.

Commercial &
Residential Cleaning
& Repairs

fr

753-5484
THE Gutter Co Searniess
aluminum gullets, variety
of colors Licensed, insured Estimate available
7564690
WALLPAPER Hanging
Quality workmanship 25
years experience FREE
Estimates James McFarlane 759 9750
WALTER'S Contracting,
Gerald Walters, owner.
Vinyl siding, painting,
decks, additions, roofing,
20yrs experience, free estimates 753 2592

WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's camcorders, microwaves Mon-Fn,9-12, 1-5
Free estimates Visa/NC
accepted 753-0630
R & R ELECTRIC Mobile
home hookup, new con
struction, revenng, trouble
shooting
repairs Free
estimates, fast service Call
anytime
Murray
762-0001
ROOFING and painting in
*nor, exterior, etc 25yrs
experience 10% Discount/
Senior Citizens Mowing &
Yard Maintenance
474-0107

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times

is now accepting
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Your Health Is Our Concern

.15% Cash Discount On All
Prescnptions
•PCS.Mediment.BC-BC.Paid State Aid
•Medical Claims Service

759-5251

FREE

•Cornpulenzed Prescription Records
'Name Brand & Genenc Drugs
'Over The Counter Preparations
'Health Care Products
.

DELIVERY

Murray, KY 42071

517 South 6th Street

HOLLAND DRUGS .
109 S. 4th St.

Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

753-1462

• Driveways • Parking Lots
• Subdivisions

K.T. Paving

CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks I fencing Excellent
workmanship Affordable
rates. 753-7860

ALL YOU CAN Ellt

3554 Roosevelt Road
Dexter, KY 42036

Pond Raised Catfish

Kenney Travis, Owner
Bill Travis
Phone (502) 759-1039
Cellular 559-8434
Phone (502) 474-2779

Served
Buffet Style

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Shot.,
CUSTOM Oiling grader
Made work, bushhogging
Gerald Carroll owner
502-492-6159

I

SUREWAY Tree I Slimy
Removal. Insured MIR Rd
kne of equipment Free estimates Day Or night,

TODAY'S CHILDREN are capable and modest, eager to achieve their
goals without fanfare. As tots, they will be especially fond of building blocks.
:111)eir,.Wp4y7step approach to establishing a strong eateer or financial foundation will lead to eventual success. Advance planners, these Virgos are
always on the lookout for ways'to improve their lives. Their homes will be
comfortable but not particularly luxurious. Self-employment is an attractive
option for these independent sOuls.:Thrifty by nature, they will always have a
nest egg.

502-759-9672

COMMONWEALTH
CARPET CLEANING

Wednesday thru
Sunday.

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

$599

RE
FOR
A

All Types Of:

Classifieds
Office Open
7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m
Monday-Friday
Closed Saturday

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203

dick

Licensed Master Plumber

CARPET CLEANING.
Emergency water removal.
Expert furniture cleaning.
Pet odor removal Free Estimates. LEE'S 753-5827.

CUSTOM Building, 119
models & Renovations
25yrs exp Guaranteed, re
*fences For free est call
Chris at 436-2541 or Ken at
354 9082

niercsai. Serial Gutter Co
753-6433

-HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE come Lrue if you 1;ie
- willing to make
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: certain sacrifices.
Your creativity and originality will
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
know no bounds! The right agent can Changes loom on the horizon. Do-not
help you capitalize on your innova- let a setback stop you: it may be a
tive ideas. Although career and finan- blessing in disguise. Influential peocial issues dominate in the months ple ate impressed by your flexibility.
just-ahead, romance will become a
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): A
top priority early in 1997. A spiritual hunch'steers you in the -right direcexperience next spring leads to more tion at work. Higher-ups are in a confulfilling personal relationships. Your fiding mood. Guard their secrets. The
social lifeaccelerates. Reach out to long-range plans you make now will
people in a position to help a cause prove lucky.
close to your heart. Appeal to their
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
finer instincts.
Linking up with new partners
CELEBRITIES BORN ON expands your 'options. You are able
THIS DAY:swimmer Dawn Frazer, to complete a longtime project. Good
dancer Mitzi Gaynor, baseball player organization and up-to-date informaKen Harrelson, composer Anton tion are essential for success.
Bruckner.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
ARIES(March 21-April 19): Bat- .21): Your creativity is stronger than
tling restraints Otkes courage and per-. ever. A bold move proves lucky.
sistence. You learn a valuable lesson Choose your teammates with care.
despite feeling hemmed in. Ignore a Those who have stood by you
power play at the office. Turning in a deserve a share of the glory and
stellar performance will protect your profits.
position.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Look for bargains at discount stores
Self-doubts disappear when you han- and yard,sales, but examine the merdle a personal matter successfully. - c.andiLcarefully. Eye-opening
Associating with confident people insig1i14
rge in moments of soliboosts your own self-esteem. A play: 1.
A close relative needs emotionful prank could backfire.
al or financial support. Help out if
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): A you can.
backlog of work awaits you. EnlistAQUAVJES (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
mg the cooperation of your co-work- • çpncentr.
)
1 meeting a deadline.
ers will speed progress. Put a distunth__:_'
.offer pleasant distracing'dream aside. A blinlidate-could tions. St
your ground. Your
turn out better than expected.
instincts • • ut a career matter are
CANCER (June 2I -July 22): correct. pill 'back and play a waiting.
You will need patience and persis- game. GiVe more thought to simplitence to get through this eventful day. fying your lifestyle.
'Eliminate non-essential trips and
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): A
tasks, then concentrate on one project legal matter will be settled out of
at a time.
court. Do your homework and you
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Security will-impress a parent with your finanand *ahrlity,Jd1i• great appeal now. cial savvy. Strengthening your rapFrielids help u find your life's port with an influential person helps
work. A long erished dream will yod shine in power circles.

Installation • Repair • Restoration

BUSHHOGGING- grader
blade/ box blade & frontend
loader work. Gravel, dirt,
sand, etc Snow removal.
52 Tiller for gardens.
Yards mowed & weeded.
Free estimates. Call Gary
753-0912 Lawrence
492-8530

COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wultts Recovery, Murray
436-5560

bile homes, brook
vinyl
Buildings, RV's, sidewalks
Free estimates 753-6490

WEST Ky Eleanor Mainand Construcaoni
Residential, agricultural
commercial and industrial
senng No lob too small Ph
253-3422.

WEDNESDAY,SEPTEMBER 4, 1996
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)

Floor Sanding T& Refinishing

BOB'S Plumbing Service.
All work guaranteed Free
estimates. 753-1134.

CLEANING- yards. barns,
sheds, attics, garages
Hauling Free estimates
Luke Lamb, 436-5950

LEWIS EXTERIOR SEAMLESS gutters in
CLEANING. House, mo stailed, residential or corn

•

Custom Wood
Moots

APPLIANCE REPAIRS:
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers. All work
and parts warranted. Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455.

BUSHHOGGING, driveways graded, gardens and
lawns roto-Med New 60
inch Kilo-tiller does a terrific
ob Call Jonesy 437-4030.

HOMETOWN Building and
Remodeling We 16-11-WI
Licensed Insured to
$300,000 Fred Osborne
474-8621

- 27 Years of Quality Service -

1906 GRAND Am SE, APPLIANCE SERVICE,
$17,700 new, 11xxx miles Kenmore, Westinghouse,
$15,700 obo. Must see! Whirlpool 30+ years ex'p'erience. BOBBY
762-4017
HOPPER, 436-5848.
'86 CHRYSLER 5th Ave.
Great condition. Must sell. ASPHALT DRIVEWAY
759-58157---L-- SEAUNG Free estimates.
'91 LUMINA Z34, while, 753-2279.
62xxx miles, excellent conBACKHOE SERVICE.
dition Never been panted
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
on, $9750. 753-6065
installation, repair, replacement 759-1515.
'92 BUICK Special, V6, pita
p/s, tilt, cruise, am/fin casBACKHOE Service - ROY
sett, 64xxx miles. Well
HILL. Septic system, drivemaintained 759-4900 after
ways, hauling, foundations,
5pm
etc 759-4664

-AUTO LOANSAuto dealer will arrange
financing even if you
have been turned down
before Loans available
for no credit, bad credit
and bankruptcy buyers.
Cab Ron (502)753-4961

Ilsorker
WNW

Meted

MARK'S Lawn & LandKITCHEN CABINET RE
scaping. Proc••••d
DRYWALL, finishing, re- FACING Make your old
mulch los sale. 753-6226,
pairs &Weans and blow- new again with Formica All
753-4166.
ing ceilings 753-4761
colors free estimates
Wutft's Recovery Murray
MORRIS Mobile Home
FOUR Star Mobile Home
KY 436-5560
Movers Licensed & In
parts & seence Everiock
sured Phone 753-6384,
vinyl underpining, lifetime
767 9630
warranty, gin, beige, white LAMB Brother Home Improvements, remodeling,
grey 492-8488
additions, roofing, siding, NEED a Carpenter? Call
753-2627 Will do ail types
GENE Steely Custom free estimates 4362269.
of work Specealize in floorWoodworks Walnut &
cherry lumber Planed or LAMB'S Painting and Con- ing, decks, porches, handrough Gut to order Hob- tractors No job too large or rails, garages, other odd
Residential- jobs
bies welcome We buy wal- small
nut, cherry, etc 753-6156 Sandblasting- Spray Paint- PAINTING, intend extering
436-5950,
ior, winter rates home re1 800-636-5262
GET YOUR ROOF REpairs Free estimates
BE,ORE LAWNS mowed shrubs 436-5032 anytime
PAIRED
WINTER WEATHER
trimmed
landscape
Roofing, construction, mulched All your yard PLUMBING repairs fast
home repairs, remodeling
service 4365255
needs in one call
Local, licensed, 20yrs ex759-4671
perience References
PLUMBING Repair All
available Openings availtypes plumbing repair
LEE'S CARPET CLEANable Rogers Roofing
Reasonable rates,
ING
has
served
Murray
for
759-9600
502-437-4545
25 years All new equipGUTTERS cleaned & re
ment deans deep, dries
PSYCHIC READINGS
pared. No pob too small fast Free Estimates
Call Ms Jo for appointment
753-5762
753-5627.
502 759 5304

ALL carpentry 15yrs exp.,
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings,
remodeling, repairs. AGC
certified. 489-2214.

1988 CHEVY truck,
4-wheel drive, full size.
753-2212 after 5 pm

5.10
tionages

HANDYWORK/odd lobs
wanted No job too smell
Just give us a call
750-1184

DAVID'S Cleaning Sear
vices 'Cieareing' vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick dreveways,
parting lots, all exterior
cleaning, aced cleaning
available David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile Phone 502-750-4734
Cellular 502-8,53- 1108

ALL around hauling, iunk
clean up, cleaning out.
sheds, gutters, tree work.
Free estimates Joe Lamb.
436-2867

ANTIQUE refinishing, furnifjoe repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8056.

3BR, 2 bath house, 18
acres, 4 outbuildings, high
tensil fence Quiet neighborhood, plenty of trees,
$134,500 An additional 33
acres -available with tobacco barn. $64,500 Ph '95 CAMARO black, V6,
manual transmission,
489 2446
32xxx miles, warranty,
4BR. 1 bath near MSU on $13,200 492-8533
after 6
large lot Hardwood floors,
garage, $65,000
753-9369
495
4BR, 2 bath beautiful older
brick home with garage &
Vans
fireplace, $90's Coleman
RE, 753-9898
'88 DODGE Minivan, 71xxx
miles, excellent condition,
48R, 2 bath brick, utility
$6,000 753-9384 after
room, central h/a, with ap5:00 753-8055 day
pliances 1850sq ft living
space 2 car garage with
500
paved driveway Bedrooms
Wed
large with walk in closets &
Trucks
large Irving room Fenced
patio. nicely !waist-aped
1987 FORD 4.0, good conlarge lot Kept very nice
dition 435-4301
753 0509 after 5 30
1992 MAZDA B-2600 cab
plus Emerald green, excel6 STALL block shop 2br lent condition, 1 owner,
frame house 2br trailer All $9500 753-9572 after
on city water Will make 5Pfn
good investment, $49,000
816 River Rd 753-3833
'85 S 10, AUTO,good bras,
new chrome bumper & grill,
BEAUTIFUL 5br, 3 bath,
formal DR, large great tinted windows, good gas
mileage, $2500 obo
room with fireplace in SW
753-8453 or 759-1170
Villa Subdivision Appt
only No Realtors please!
753-6771

1996 19 6FT Boylan&
Mercausser 136hp, treasure & ate boat Bening iop,
cover & geWanizetl barter,
low hours, $7900
753.4733

1986 CAVALIER, 2dr, red,
$1200 obo. 489-2662 if no
answer leave message.

3BR, 2 bath house, 18
acres, 4 outbuildings, high 1991 HONDA Accord EX,
tonsil fence. Quiet neigh-• sunroof, 5sp, 72xxx miles,
borhood, plenty of trees, $10,000 753-1326.
$134,500 An additional 33
acres available with to- 1994 CHRYSLER LHS,
bacco barn. $64,500 Ph mint condition, $14,900
obo. Must sell. 769-2310.
489-2446

2YR old horn..4 miles from
town,3br,2full baths,2car
gwage. Large lot arid lots of
extras 753-4761.
AKC English Setter puppies Shoe & wormed Call
502-247-5222
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Custom Woodworking
&
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
am
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LOOKING BACK
Tea years ago
Dr. Billy Hurt, pastor of First
Baptist Church, Frankfort, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn H. Hurt of
Murray. was writer for COITIMC11tahes on Sunday School lessons
for July and August in Sunday
School Senior Adults book for
Baptist Sunday School
M.C. Garrott writes about
Tony Thomas playing with a
touring professional in a proamateur event preceding one of
the big tour tournaments at Memphis. Tenn., in his column. "Garrou's Galley."
Mr. and Mrs. O.B. Eldridge
will be married 50 years Sept. 5.
Pictured are members of 1976
class of Murray High School at
their 10-year reunion at Executive Inn, Paducah.
Twenty years ago

A feature story and picture on
Calloway County Judge Robert
0. Miller is published.
The Murray High School Band
begins its 50th year tonight at
Murray-Reidland football game
at Holland Stadium. Joe Sills is
director and James Light is assistant director of the 173-member
band.
M.C. Garrott writes about the
contants of a cornerstone box of
1808 found when the Bank of
Murray recently began remodeling in his column, "Garrott's
Galley."
Mrs. T. P. Jones directed a
program on "The Life of Service"
at a meeting of Independence
United Methodist Church
Women.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 3. 1996

TODAY IN HISTORY

&kirty years ago

Calloay County High School
has been accredited for membership in Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools, according
to Supt. Baron Jeffrey, Assistant
Supt. Bill Miller, and Principal
Howard Crittenden.
Pvt. Guthrie McNeely, son of
Mr. and Mrs. John H. McNeely.
is serving with 814th Engineering
Co., Plant Brigade of U.S. Army
at Hanau, Germany.
Margaret Ruth Crider and
Roger Alan Neal were married
Aug. 7 at Scotts Grove Baptist
Church.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Roger Lisanby,
no date listed.
Forty years ago

Murray State College Training
School will open on Sept. 5.
Buses will make their regular
runs on that day.
Kentucky Poultrymen and persons in allied fields will meet
Oct. 16-18 at Kentucky Lake
State Park hotel.
Sondra Lynn Kyle, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Verne 0. Kyle, and
Jennyc Sue Stubblefield, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Albert
Stubblefield, will attend Lindenwood College, St. Charles, Mo.
Classes will start Sept. 17.
Mrs. Delbert Hale, Mrs. James
Shekell, Mrs. Keys Keel, Mrs.
Thannic Parker and Mrs. Dock
Boggess presented a program at a
meeting of Woman's Missionary
Society of Elm Grove Baptist
Church held at the home of Mrs.
Hardin Morris.

DAILY COMICS
BLONDIE

11

DEAR A B.BIMMIIIIII-

Today is Tuesday. Sept. 3, the 247th day of 1996. There art 119
DEAR ABBY After readihg the
erryoy it My only problem is with
days left in the year.
letter from "Wondenng in Rondafather Sometimes he is verbalToday's Highlight in History:
who sent only a congratulatory let- ly abusive. He yells at them and calls
ter upon receiving graduation them names for little things, like
On Sept. 3, 1783, the Treaty of Paris between the United States and
announcements from young rela- spilhng a drink when he could have
Great Britain officially ended the Revolutionary War.
tives she barely knew), I only wish spilled it himself as easily.
On this date:
she were my daughter's acquainI know he hits them when he
In 1939, Britain and France declared war on Germany, two days
tance
loses
his temper, but I don't know
after the Nazi invasion of Poland.
Our daughter is sensitive and how often. It's very painful to watch
In 1943, the British Eighth Army invaded Italy during World War
caring, and she keeps in contact
Is there anything I can do to
II, the same day the Italians signed a secret armistice with the allies.
with friends and family. However, help? I'm only 14 and I doubt he
In 1967, Nguyen Van Thieu was elected president of South Vietnam
months before her high school grad- would listen to anything I said. The
uation, she explained why she mother is afraid to say anything
under a new constitution.
wouldn't be sending out any because she knows he has a terrible
In 1970, football coach Vince Lombardi died in Washington, D.C.
announcements.
Her reasoning? In temper
In 1976, the unmanned U.S. spacecraft Viking 2 landed on Man to
her mind, such pronouncements are
WORRIED BABY SITTER
take the first close-up, color photographs of the planet's surface. all too often regarded by the
sender
In 1978, Pope John Paul I was installed as the 264th pontiff of the
and receiver as a request for a gift.
DEAR WORRIED: A 14-yearRoman Catholic Church.
Unfortunately, graduation, engage- old baby sitter would be making
ment, wedding and baby announce- a big mistake to confront• par
In 1994, China and Russia proclaimed an end to any lingering hosments
tend to carry this unspoken ent for verbally abusing his
tilities, pledging they would no longer target nuclear missiles or use
message, although I hope that was children.
force against each other.
not their original intention.
I suggest you tell your own
Ten years ago: American officials said the United States had
Including a note that no gift is parents about what's happening
approached the Soviet Union with a proposal to free American jour- necessary would only draw atten- in that household.
Someone
nalist Nicholas Daniloff in exchange for granting pretrial release to tion to the subject. Too bad there's must protect those children,
no easy way to reverse the trend. and possibly their mother.
accused Soviet spy Gennadiy Zakharov.
Five years ago: Twenty-five people were killed when fire broke out but if more recipients did what
DEAR ABBY I have a problem
at the Imperial Food Products chicken-processing plant in Hamlet, 'Wondering" did, families and
for which I see no solution Next
friends
would
begin
to
see
the
real
N.C. Academy Award-winning director Frank Capra, whose films
meaning behind the announce- month I will be going out of state to
included "It Happened One Night," "Mr. Smith Goes to Washing- ments
sent to them. In our daugh- visit a friend of mine for about a
ton" and "It's a Wonderful Life," died in La Quints, Calif., at age ter's mind, "Wondering" wouldn't
week. This stay is part fun and part
94.
personal business. She and her
have been.
One year ago: Testing Serb will, the United Nations reopened a
NO ANNOUNCEMENT close male friend who will be preroute to Sarajevo and threatened more air attacks if the rebel strangleFROM ILLINOIS sent most of the time both smoke. I
do not smoke. In fact, cigarette
hold of the Bosnian capital didn't end.
DEAR NO ANNOUNCEMENT: smoke makes me rather ill. Since I
Today's Birthdays: Actress Kitty Carlisle Hart is 82. "Beetle Bailam visiting
how can I possibly
ey" creator Mort Walker is 73. Actress Anne Jackson is 70. Actress Your letter may be a step in re- tell her nother,
to smoke in her own
versing the trend. The purpose
Irene Papas is 70. Time magazine contributing editor Hugh Sidey is of an announcement
of any kind home? What can I do in this situa69. Actress Eileen Brennan is 61. Actress Pauline Collins is 56. Rock is to share good news. No gift is tion?
musician -vocalist Al Jardine is 54. Actress Valerie Perrine is 53. Rock required in response. A warm
LUCIE,PORTLAND,ORE.
guitarist Steve Jones of the Sex Pistols is 41. Actor Charlie Sheen is letter of congratulations is the
DEAR LUCIE: You certainly
most that is necessary, and the
31
should not tell her not to smoke
most that should be expected.
Thought for Today: "Any doctrine that will not bear investigation
in her own home. But do tell her
is not a fit tenant for the mind of an honest man." — Robert G. Ingerthat
cigarette smoke makes you
DEAR
ABBY:
I
regularly baby-sit
soll, American lawyer and politician (1833-1899).
some wonderful children,and I real- "rather ill,meo she shouldn't be
offended if you take a little
fresh air break while she puffs
away. And take an air freshener
to use occasionally, especially
in the room in which you will
sleep.

L

---,CONTRACT BRIDGE

The Vanishing Trick

; STOOD ON A
CHAIR AND
SNOUTED THAT
IF I. DIDN'T GET
A RAISE, I was
OuTTA THERE!

South dealer.

Both sides vulnerable.

NORTH
4 K 954 3

•K 9 2
• A 104
+Q7
WEST
EAST
•Q J 6
4—
J5
Q 10 7 6
•Q 8 5 3
•J 9 7 2
+ 10984 •
+ J 65 32
SOUTH
• A 10 8 7 2
IP A 8 4 3
• K6
4A K

CATHY
EXHAUSTED, DIS6USTED, BROKE AND FRIED,
A NATION DESPERATE FOR INNER PEACE LOOKS
DEEP WITHIN THE COVERS CC THE BEST SELLERS
AND REDISCOVERS THE BASICS....

LAIN& THE SIMPLE LIfE"
"5imPLE ABUNDANCE "
"VOLUNTARY SIMPLICITY"
"SIMPLIN 4OUR LIFE"

SELLEIR1

. JEALOUSY,
JEALOUSY
AND 3E8(.0(15'1.

The bidding:

'WH•l DIDN'T I toRnt

P
,0
VOLUNTAIri
1' I

ci-ri

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

ARE you ALL PACKED,Hortey 2 KAN ,I HOPE I MADE THE
yEAH-FiNf Mk/ RiGE WILL
OE HERE IN A FEW
MiNU1E.3 j_

RIGHT MoktE_ ONHVEF(SITY IS
Goe•IG.lb De SO DIFFER ENT FROM COLLEGE I

South

West

North East

Pass
14
3
Pass
THIS STUPID BOOK
64
AND MAKE A
7-ILLION DOLLARS?!' Opening lead — ten of clubs.

SIMPLE

MIN&
THE
SAKI
Lift

TIMES

The skillful magician who can
make things disappear right in front
of your eyes has his bridge counterpart in the skillful declarer who can
make a seemingly sure loser vanish
into thin air.
Consider this deal where South
arrived at six spades,a contract that
required only a 2-1 trump division

— a 78 percent probability — to be
I aydown. However,after he won the

I 31)61 Haft. I
C.-FIN LIVE. 017
To AU-THE
ExPECTA-

certain losers,one in trumps and the
other in hearts.
Undaunted, South proceeded to
demonstrate that things are not always as they may seem. At trick
three, he led a spade to the king,
then cashed the ace of clubs and
followed with the K-A of diamonds
and a diamond ruff. Next came the
ace of hearts and a heart to the king.
The stage was now set for what
declarer hoped would be a successful denouement. Having stripped the
diamonds and clubs from his combined hands, and with two small
hearts remaining in his hand opposite one in the dummy,he now exited
with a spade.
West won with the queen, but
was faced with a most unhappy situation.Since he had no hearts, he had
to return a club or a diamond. This
enabled declarer to discard dummy's
heart loser while he trumped in his
hand, and the slam was made.
It is true that this line of play
required West to have no more than
two hearts, but once the trumps
divided 3-0, that was South's only
legitimate chance. Therefore, he
methodically went about the necessary preliminary preparations for
the endplay on the assumption that
his efforts would be rewarded.
And then, poof, the heart loser

opening club lead and cashed the ace
of spades, he suddenly found himself saddled with two apparently simply disappeared.
Tomorrow: Super-duper defense

TI DNS I

CROSSWORDS
•

ACROSS

OP I E St./SPEC-TS
NOTHING-

1 Roofless
areas of
houses
6 'It — a Thief
11 DeNiro/
Stone film
12 SF writer
Isaac —
14 Nimoy ID
15 Waterproof
garment
17 Faeroe
Islands
whirlwind
18 —
Wednesday
20 Garage
supplies
21 Yearly (abbr )
22 Highway
24 Speck
25 Allowance
for waste
26 California
ball club
28 Ones left
30 Author
Talese
31 Canal
system in

HE STILL SUSPECTS
NO THIN Cr

irM DAVe.'S 9'
LARD 1"11.1,1110It h;

I WONDER IF Rog DoLE
Acrukuy MAKE A

StizANGER THLJ

RAVE RAMP407-.

gkr COMEBACK

.111114,..r/0*
224111
‹
:'
Order Us0.16 F9noqu we Wok, S•00 $755 • 62 COO,(CNN* a money 00010110 Valtard

•
01mono" PO 11:30 006 finnortort NJ 00077 Allow 4-61 omits delmory

PEANUTS

I'm NOT GOING!
I'M HONG UNDER
WDEP..

YOU'D BETTER
COME OUT..uJHAT'S
PAD GONNA SAY ?

HE UNDERSTANDS HE
SAID WHEN HE WAS LITTLE,
HE HIP UNDER THE
BED FOR THREE PAYS,.

•

northern
Michigan
32 Wading birds
35 — Wall
38 Belonging to
us
39 Seaman
41 Title
42 Proceeded
43 Beginners
45 Actress
Charlotte —
46 Connected
with
47 Part of a
theater
49 Davis ID
50 Broken rock
fragments
52 Low cards
54 Shoestrings
55 Trades for
money

DOWN
1 TV's Sam
Malone
2 Sullivan ID
3 Labor-union
grp
4

Intertwine

Answer to Previous Puzzle

RUIN

IN H MO EST
EMMIO
I AGO NEI
DA I PI Y
BASTION
T 0 R R EU victim
IRAN
EA
MIM
FIU c ANuaL ND
ADO HL
NS ERR
TO MD MOM] NEA

EAU MF Pi T Cla
MINNS EINMIONE
CE A SMING KOREA
ETC E -TON RON T
IBS T R Inn E DIME
9-30 1996 United Feature Syndicate
5 Frozen
materials
6 Become fond
of(2 wds )
7 Sales
condition
(2 wds )
8 Relatives
9 Printer's

=MEM EMMEN
MEM. MOIMMEN
ME MIME= ME
MEM MEM= MINI
MEM id= MIME
MOM= WIMMEMM
MOM
MEM
MEMMEN MINIMWM
WM= WM MIME
MEM
MN RIMMINIMM NM
MIMI= MENNEN
MEM MOM

measure
10 More quickly
11 —Barton

13 Air passages
16 Theater sign
(abbr )
19 Country
singer Merle
21 Of tiny
spaces
23 College
officials
25 The —
Birds'
27 Caustic
substance
29 Mao — -lung
32 'The —
Purple'
33 Sorry
34 Distinctive
manners
35 Ponders
36 Statues
37 Wants
40 Part of circle
43'A — of Two
Cities'
44 Snick and —
47 Brit.
Broadcasting
Co.
48 Actor Brynner
51
T role
53 Symbol for
chlorine

To order "How to Write Letters for All
(ccasions," send a business-sized, selfaddressed envelope, plus check or money
order for 113.95 (64.50 in Canada) to: Dear
Abby, Letter Booklet, P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris. 111. 610644447.(Postage is
included.)

DR. GOTT
DEAR DR. GOTT I'm an 80-year
old man with lymphedema The prob
lem started three years ago in my leg
and ankle, and gradually worked its
way up to my hip. The only guidance
I've received is to wear a Jobst stocking. Do you know how to cure my condition?
DEAR READER: Although most
people are familiar with the two major
circulatory systems — the arteries
and veins — many are surprised to
learn that there is a third: the lymphatic system. It's through this extensive maze of pipes and filters that
lymph — the clear fluid that fills a
blister — circulates. Although tied
into the arterial/venous systems, lymphatic drainage has its own uniqueness relating to the immune system.
When edema (swelling) of a part of
the body occurs, doctors are most
likely to blame the venous circulation,
because when blood is blocked returning to the heart, the fluid portion (not
the blood cells) may leak through the
thin venous walls and enter the surrounding tissues Heart failure is a
prime example of this phenomenon,
and can lead to ankle edema and
• excess fluid in the lungs, causing
weight gain and difficulty breathing.
However, if the flow of lymph
blocked, the resulting edema can be
troublesome, too. Usual causes of
lymphedema include diseased lymph
glands (from infection or cancer), and
a congenital disorder of the lymph
channels — they just don't function
properly.
In my practice, the most common
cause is surgical. During surgery,
especially for breast cancer — the
lymph nodes may be removed and the
lymph vessels disrupted. The subsequent edema is often hard to treat,
because there is no place for the displaced fluid to go.
In an 80-year-old man who has not
had surgery, the appearance (and
progression) of leg swelling could well
reflect a blockage (in the pelvis or
abdomen) of the lymph flow - assuming, as your doctor indicated, that the
edema is not a consequence of a vein
problem. It would be important for
you to know the nature of this blockage and where it is.
To diagnose this disorder, you
should have a special X-ray study of
the lymph system in your lower
extremity. If the lymph glands are
causing the obstruction, they should
be removed or treated with drugs to
shrink them. If there is no blockage
evident on the study, I recommend
that you be referred to a lymphedema
specialist.
Using special massage techniques
and pressurized devices, this professional may be able to force the errant
lymph fluid back into your circulation
I have had several post-mastectomy
patients who achieved remarkable
results from such an ongoing program, even if they suffered needlessly
from lymphedema for decades Ask
your doctor for a referral.
To give you more information on
referrals, I am sending you a copy of
my Health
Report "Medical
Specialists "Other readers who would
like a copy should send $2 plus a long.

self-addressed, stamped envelope to
P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill Station,
10156. Be sure to mention
NitheortiL
itleNY.
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Artist beautifies MSU
campus'with sculptures

DEATHS
Mrs. Ruby Rudolph
Mrs.

s•
'1:
.
•• .

•

411%-'44

S'S •

Ruby Rudolph, 87, Sycamore Street, Murray, died Monday,
Sept. 2, 1996, at 11:47 p.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
She was a member of Palestine United Methodist Church. Born
Aug. I, 1909, she was the daughter of the late Will Tatum and Willie
Williams Tatum.
Survivors include her husband, Thelmer Rudolph; one daughter,
Mrs. Kathleen Herndon, Murray; three sons, Gene Rudolph and wife,
Loretta, Benton, and Robert Rudolph and wife, Lucille, and Larry
Rudolph and wife, Pat Butler, all of Murray; one sister, Mrs. Louise
Sirls, and one niece, Brenda Sins, Springville, Tenn.; eight grandchildren, Danny Carroll and wife, Cindy, Sharon Calhoon and husband,
Danny, Tammie Eaves and husband, Mike, Tracy Rudolph and wife,
Lisa. Linda Lovett and husband, Carl, Donnie Rudolph and wife,
Denise, Lynn Crittenden and husband, Calvin, and Chris Rudolph;
three stepgrandchildren, Laura Morgan, Tracy Morgan and wife, Barb,
and Crystal Winchester and husband. Paul: 13 great-grandchildren;
five stepgreat-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at 2 p.m. at Palestine United Methodist Church. Burial will follow in Palestine Cemetery with arrangements by Blalock -Coleman & York Funeral Home Acre friends may
call from 5 to 9 p.m. Wednesday.

Mrs. Peggy Hoy
Services for Mrs. Peggy Hoy _will be today at 1 p.m. in the chapel
of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Hassic Lundy and the
Rev. Dale Robinson will officiate. Loma Borders will be soloist.
Pallbearers will be Edwin Beach, Bob Jenkins, Joe Lynn Mason,
Allen Morris, Ruben Manning and Jack Collett. Burial will follow in
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. Hoy, 44, of Seagoville, Texas, formerly of Murray, died Sunday, Aug. 18, 19%, at 5:30 a.m. at Mequite Community Hospital in
Mesquite, Texas.

MSU's Racer One
gears up for season
••

.

c

4".

'

Football fans at Murray State selected as the jockey,a person must
be a junior or senior, possess at least
University have another reason why
they warn their team to score—they a 2.8 grade point average and be a
member of the Horseman's Club and
want to see Racer I. As part of the
university's tradition, a touchdown the Equestrian Team.
- "Mari is very competent and is a
or field goal by the Racers at a home
game • sends the mascot running take charge,get the job done kind of
person," Rudolph said. "She started
around the track as the crowd
helping the first day she came to
cheers.
Mari Little, the Racer I jockey, campus and has been involved ever
has been working all summer with since.''
Rudolph said it takes a very
the horse. After last year's winning
record, Little wants to make sure competent person to serve as the
that Racer I is.ready for a lot of jockey.
"This is a unique situation berunning.
Little, a senior animal science cause it requires someone who can
Major with an equine minor from ride with a jockey saddle and can
Bradenton, Fla., was introduced to handle riding under adverse condiRacer I tradition as a freshman. tions with flags, horns, crowds,
"The first day I was on campus. football players, cheerleaders and
JR.,the horse that had been Racer I, the media all there," Rudolph said.
died of colic," she •said. "For the "We've had many trying times such
next two years, I served as an as a jockey falling off, but over 20
apprentice and learned how to get years, that's not bad."
For the first run around the track,
the horses in shape, helped prepare
them for the game and cleaned up Little said Racer I could get up to a
speed of almost 30 miles per hour.
after them."
"The average speed of a horse
The Racer I tradition began in the
1970's with a request by the Racer around a race track is between 35
Club, who sought a mascot that was and 40 miles per hour," Little said.
showier than Dunker, according to "After two runs, we usually slow
Little. The members had asked down and let the horse set its own
about the possibility of a horse pace."
During the next few weeks, Little
running around the track, which led
to the introduction of the original said she plans to take Racer Ito the
stadium so the horse can get some
makot, Violet Cactus.
Violet Cactus had been donated early practice. Later, she will practo the university for the sole purpose tice when the band, football players
of serving as the mascot. When she a,nd cheerleaders are there.
died, she was buried at the stadium.
The noise factor shouldn't be a
According to Little, there have problem," Little said. "The cheerbeen about six or seven horses that leaders have been good about gethave stepped in her shoes to lead the ting out of the way and not throwing
victory charge through the years. their pompons around. The real
To the crowd, home football problem is with the opposing teams
games include not only the game, because they aren't familiar with the
but all the trimmings. That includes tradition."
the tailgate parties, the band's halfLittle said she thoroughly'enjoys
time show,concessions and Racer I. being the Racer I jockey, in spite of
"The crowd is very- supportive," a few butterflies in the beginning.
said Jim Rudolph, head of the
"The only time I ever get nervous
university's equine science prog- is when it rains because I am
ram. "There are always people who
worried that we might slip," she
want to see the horse. We always said. "But I really enjoy it. This is
definitely a. thrill:"
check Racer I carefully after the run
because the track surface is very
Even when the game is over,
hard on the horse's feet and legs. Racer I is still in the limelight.
"When people come out to the According to Little, that is when the
barn, they always want to see Racer children flock over to touch the
I," Rudolph said."With the Racer as horse. Decked out in traditional blue
our mascot, it is only fitting that we and gold,the horse is the epitome of
do this. 1 th ink we get notoriety from Racer spirit.
"We specially braid the mane and
having a horse that runs when the
tail and add pompons to them,"
team scores."
Little said. "Racer I also wears
This will mark Little's second
special wraps on her legs."
year atop the football mascot.
"It takes a great deal of time,
"The season was great last year expense and commitment to do
because we were winning, but it was this," Rudolph said. "A lot of hours
rough on the horse because we
have to be put in to physically
didn't have one that was used to condition the horse and groom it
running so much." she said.
prior to the game."
This year, Little is assisted by
Little and Racer I will make their
Shellic Carmoney. Together, they
debut Sept. 7 as the Racers take on
make sure Racer I gets an adequate arch-rival Western- Kentucky Hilldaily workout. In order to be
toppers. Kickoff begins at 7 p.m.

Earl Darnall, 85, E. Darnall Lane, Hardin, died today, Sept. 3, 1996,
at 2:07 a.m. at his home.
He was a retired farmer. One son, James Arvis Darnall, his parents,
Carlie Darnall and Mertie Rudd Darnall. one grandson, one sister and
one brother preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Earlene Starks Darnall; one son,
Glenn Darnall, Hardin; one sister, Mrs. Pearlene Starks, Benton; half
sister, Mrs. Mildred Adams, Murray; one stepsister, Mrs. Rebecca
Woodruff, Calloway County; three stepbrothers, Roy Smith, James
Buster Smith and Donald Smith, Benton; two granddaughters; three
great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. Jack Phillips and John Mays will officiate.
Burial will follow in Bennie Starks Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).

Larry Scott Jackson

41,
The funeral for Larry Scou Jackson will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. at
St. James AME Church, Mayfield. The Rev. Lawrence Millikin will
officiate. Burial will follow in Oakrest Cemetery there.
Visitation will be from 6 to 8 p.m. tonight (Tuesday) at Mason's
Memorial Chapel, Mayfield.
Mr. Jackson, 24, Mayfield, died Thursday, Aug. 29, 1996, at 10:39
a.m. at the University of Kentucky Medical Center, Lexington.
An Army veteran, he was a graduate of Mayfield High School and
played on MHS football team.
Survivors include one daughter, Adrianna Jackson, Murray; two
sons, Demetrius Sims, Paducah, and Shaquan Hayes, Mayfield; his
mother, Ms. Shirley Todd, Murray; his stepfather, John Todd, Lewiston, Maine; his father and stepmother, James and Karen Roland, Blue
Ridge Summit, Pa.; three sisters, Stacey Jackson, Murray, and Stephanie Jackson and Wendee Morris, Mayfield; grandparents, Vernon and
Georgia Jackson, and Otis and Linda Roland, all of Mayfield.

The funeral for Mrs. Jeritza Knight Guthrie will be Wednesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Hazel. The Rev. James
Garland will officiate. Mrs. Oneida White will be pianist. Burial will
follow in Hazel Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Mrs. Guthrie, 58, of Hazel died Sunday, Sept. 1, 1996, at 8:47 p.m.
at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
She was a member of Hazel Baptist Church. Born Aug. 20, 1938, in
Harlan County, she was the daughter of Ruth Knight and the late
Edwin .(Ed) Knight. One grandson, Eli Linn, also preceded her in
death.
Survivors include three sons, Barry Guthrie and wife, Dee Dee, and
Chris Guthrie and wife, Tina, Benton, and Roger Guthrie and wife,
Melissa, Almo; two grandchildren, Hannah Guthrie, Benton, and Toby
Guthrie, Almo; her mother, Mrs. Ruth Knight, Hazel, and one sister,
Mrs. Jimmie Garland and husband, Roy, Hazel; one brother, David
Knight and wife, Sue, Hempstead. Texas.
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Boone's Laundry

Holland Motor Sale

vious year's classes are chosen for
exhibition. This year's participants
are Rhonda Anderson, Jason Barnett, Clint Basinger, Jill Bednarczyk, Rex Benton, Luke Bramblett,
Jeremy Covert, Ellen Crouch, Stephen Dorseu, Crystal Gillock, Scott
Mastenbrook, Frankie Peak, Matt
Perry, Gene Snowden, Gene C.
Whitaker, Brad White and Carrie
Wilson.
The Eagle Gallery is located on
the fourth floor of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center at 15th and Olive
Streets. Gallery hours are8 a.m. to6
p.m. on Monday, Wednesday and
Friday; 8 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. on
Tuesday and Thursday; 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. on Saturday; and 1 to 4 p.m. on
Sunday. The gallery is closed during university holidays.
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Eagle Art Gallery offering
works by 17 MSU students
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• Dady Sr. Weekly Rental.,

Graveside services for Carl Douglass Ingram will be today at 1 p.m.
at Hematite Cemetery in Land Between the Lakes in Trigg County.
The Rev. Harry Yates will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Torn Lewellyn, Howard Colson, Bill Cornett,
Sam Ingram, Tommy Atkins and Kerry Todd. J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home is in charge of arraignments.
Mr. Ingram, 64, of Rt. 7, Mayfield, Coldwater Community, died
Sunday, Sept. 1, 1996, at 8:30 p.m. at his home. His death followed an
extended illness.
A retired employee of Ford Motor Company in Michigan, he was of
Baptist faith. Born Sept. 2, 1931, in Trigg County, he was the son of
Mary Bohannon Ingram and the late Lucas Ingram. Also preceding
him in death were two brothers, Robert Ingram and Louis Ingram.
Survivors include his mother, Mrs. Mary Bohannon Ingram, one
sister, Mrs. Dorothy Ingram Lamb, and one brother, Johnny Ingram,
all of Rt. 2, Murray; one nephew; several nieces.

L

Schwan's Sales
Enterprise

• Clean, Dependable(

Carl Douglass Ingram

Each year, new and returning
students to the department of art at
Murray State University are greeted
by the annual Foundation Exhibition in the upper level of the Clara
M. Eagle Art Gallery. This year is
no exception. The exhibit contains
41 examples of drawings, figure
drawings and two and three dimensional works by seventeen students
and will be on view through Sept.
22.
The art department's foundation
program consists of those courses
which all students preparing to be
artists, graphic designers or certified teachers of art are required to
take in their first year of study.
Foundation courses include drawing, life drawing and basic design.
Outstanding works from the pre-

The elegant "Homage to Nevelson," which greets visitors at the
Olive Blvd. entrance to the mall, is
Collins' tribute to sculptor Louise
Nevelson. A hero and exemplar to
Collins, Nevelson created monumental assemblages from found
wood objects, much like Collins
uses found steel shapes.
The sculptures of Collins will be
on view through Dec. 16. Maps
marking the location of the works
are available at the Curris Center
and the Eagle Gallery on the fourth
floor of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center at the corner of 15th Street
and Olive Blvd.

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

Mrs. Jeritza Knight Guthrie

•Assists the Body
in Burning Fat
•Controls Appetite

CORN-AUSTIN

Murray State University students, faculty and staff beginning
the fall semester can seethe results
of months of correspondence, planning and preparation by Albert
Sperath,director of MSU's Clara M.
Eagle An Gallery. On Aug. 12,
Sperath and sculptor Austin I, Collins spent the day installing large
steel sculptures in strategic locations along the pedestrian mall from
Olive Blvd. to the residence halls
across Chestnut Street.
Collins, an ascrseiate professor of
art at the University of Notre Dame
in South Bend, Ind., since 1985,
creates abstract works which are
based in reality.
"My work originates from political and social issues," Collins explains. "While striving for an environment of contemplation, I try to
create fragments of humanity. Ultimately, the sculptures will allow the
viewer to create his or her own
narrative."
For example,four of the works on
view at Murray State were inspired
by Collins' seeing Haitian voodoo
flags while on a visit to their
country. Another piece, "Firestone
Necklace," was motivated by a
gruesome South African method of
torture, murder or suicide involving
the use of automobile tires and
gasoline.

Earl Darnall
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